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Part 1:

Corporate Crime: A Review of the Literature

1. Introduction

Corporate crime has assumed significant dimensions as a matter of public and official concern in Australia and elsewhere over the past two decades. Although by the early 1990s there were over 850,000 Australian registered companies which occupy a significant position in the economic and social structure of this country, systematic analysis of corporate misconduct and control has received relatively little attention from lawyers and criminologists, at least when a comparison is made with other types of criminal conduct. Whilst this has begun to change, the complexity of corporate life and corporate law has meant that few have sought to assess the nature and consequences of corporate criminality in Australia, especially as it applies to large or complex corporate groups. In the first part of this discussion paper, an effort is made to chart the parameters of corporate crime as a phenomenon and to explain why this phenomenon has been so difficult for the legal system, researchers and the wider community to grapple with. This paper will examine a number of key general problems involved in dealing with corporate crime as a concept and as a phenomenon and illustrate these by reference of a number of recent topical areas of corporate crime and misconduct.

2. The Problem of Definition

Before proceeding much further, it is important to seek to clarify the notion of corporate crime which is the basis of this part of the discussion paper. Over the years some sociologists and criminologists have sought to broaden the concept of corporate crime to include any misconduct involving a corporation, whether it is a breach of a criminal or civil law or regulatory rule. Some have even seen the concept of corporate crime as covering any announced legal actions against a corporation. Schlegel has recently pointed to the dangers of too wide a conceptualisation of corporate crime and has adopted a definition of corporate crime as “any act that violates the criminal law.” As Bauchus and Dworkin have also argued, many conceptualisations of corporate crime blur the important distinction between corporate crime and illegal corporate behaviour. It is important to note that not all illegal corporate behaviour is criminal. Although corporate crime is a sub-set of illegal corporate behaviour, its parameters are to some extent relatively clear. White collar crime has long been distinguished from other crimes like street crime. It should also be noted that corporate crime is a sub-set of white collar crime, with occupational crime being the other principal type of white collar crime. After reviewing literature on corporate crime, Kramer concluded by offering the following definition of corporate crime as involving:
"... criminal acts (of omission or commission) which are the result of deliberate decision making (or culpable negligence) by persons who occupy structural positions within the organisation as corporate executives or managers. These decisions are organisational in that they are organisationally based - made in accordance with the operative goals (primarily corporate profit), standard operating procedures, and cultural norms of the organisation - and are intended to benefit the corporation itself." ⁸

This definition is useful in so far as it goes, but it needs to be stressed that some of the best known forms of corporate crime in Australia over the last two decades have involved manipulations of the corporation or of the corporate form itself and have not been committed for the corporation's benefit. In other words, not only is the corporation responsible for the commission of what we call corporate crime, the corporation has as often been the arena in which corporate crimes such as insider trading, corporate tax evasion and the manipulation of corporate treasuries, has taken place. Abuse of the corporate form by officers, associates or advisers of the corporation in situations involving an element of moral turpitude therefore calls for a more complex definition of corporate crime than might otherwise arise. Most of the academic literature on corporate crime has tended to focus upon criminal actions by the corporation or its agents and not upon corporate crimes which rely upon the corporation or its securities as a vehicle for corporate crime.⁹ It is of course just as important to focus upon the use of the legal form of the corporation as a means of criminal activity.

For the purposes of this part, corporate crime is therefore also taken to refer to a breach of the corporate criminal law by a corporation or its agents or a breach of corporate criminal law involving the manipulation of the corporate form itself. Such breaches need to be proved before the courts beyond reasonable doubt. Usually, a breach of the criminal law is punishable by either a term of imprisonment or a fine. Thus, a provision of the law which provides for the imposition of a fine or a term of imprisonment against the corporation or its controllers will be described as a corporate crime provision. Imprisonment would of course not be possible for a corporation, as an artificial person, but it may be appropriate for officers or agents of the corporation who have breached a criminal law provision upon behalf of, or in relation to, the corporation. Many commercial statutes criminalise certain types of conduct and provide for fines or for terms of imprisonment for their breach. For example, Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law lists over 160 contraventions of that Law which are punishable by both terms of imprisonment and/or fines. In addition, the various state and federal Crimes Acts provide criminal penalties for offences by corporations or their officers, such as the offence of dishonesty.

However, as noted above, much of the criminological literature on corporate crime deals with criminal offences such as environmental offences by the corporation, breach of health and safety regulations, corporate tax evasion, and breach of consumer and trade practices provisions. To these should be added crimes of dishonesty committed by officers or agents of the corporation, such as breaches of the directors' duties provisions of the Corporations Law and offences involving the manipulation of the securities and assets of the corporation.
Different enforcement strategies will inevitably emerge out of different conceptualisations of corporate crime. Similarly, it is also probably the case that theorisations which have been developed from a study of corporate crime by the corporation may not be readily applicable to the study of corporate crime involving manipulation of the corporation or of the corporate group. Perhaps the latter situation in some ways presents a simpler problem in that more traditional criminal law notions may be able to apply more readily to such conduct. But, there have been relatively few successful criminal prosecutions for such manipulations. Except in cases of fraud, there have also been persistent efforts to treat manipulations of the corporate form itself as involving civil rather than criminal liability.

Sometimes the dividing line between criminal and civil provisions may not be very clear or precise. For example, in some commercial statutes, such as the Corporations Law, provision is made for both civil and criminal actions to be undertaken in relation to the same conduct. Consequently, where a director of a company has misused his or her position as a director or acted dishonestly, a civil action can be brought by the company (or in the name of the company) to recover damages or compensation for the loss suffered. Indeed, corporations and their advisers often seek to blur this distinction by seeking to have matters dealt with under civil law provisions, so avoiding the stigma of criminality which might otherwise arise. Some even argue that what is called corporate crime is not serious crime. By the use of some of the best lawyers, accountants and other advisers, corporations have been very skilled in persuading corporate regulatory bodies and legislators to redefine the character of corporate criminal conduct by resort to processes of negotiation, the use of protracted legal proceedings or by making some concession to the law enforcement agency which does not lead to any criminal action being taken. Over longer periods of time, corporations and their advisers have also sought to change the character of corporate criminal law itself by lobbying the legislature to decriminalise various areas of the law applying to corporations. This of course is not something that is readily available to those who commit street crimes and it illustrates the fact that the boundaries of corporate crime are to some extent politically determined and class based. However, although the law may impact differently upon corporations when compared with other offenders, it is dangerous to stray too far from a formal legal definition of corporate crime, despite the fact that this definition clearly has some limitations. Social justice issues need to be considered separately from an assessment of corporate crime as the term is used here.

At the same time, criminal actions can be brought in relation to the same conduct where the case can be proved to the criminal standard of proof. This approach to legislative drafting has sometimes caused confusion and judges have occasionally been reluctant to find a breach of the civil law provision as to do so may leave a defendant open to criminal proceedings. This has sometimes been done by reading the civil law provision far more narrowly than might otherwise be done, as has occurred in cases where directors continue to allow the company to trade on knowing that the company will be unable to pay its debts as and when these are due.
Compounding the ambiguity which is often a feature of corporate law is the fact that the legislature has from time to time sought to improve the range of sanctions for corporate misconduct and made provision for the imposition of what are known as civil penalty orders which may involve the imposition of heavy fines which parallel fines which may be imposed for a breach of a corporate criminal law provision. This is the case under the Corporations Law where a civil penalty of up to $200,000 may be imposed under s 1317EA for a breach, such as a breach of the directors' duties provisions. However, the court may impose such a civil penalty order where the case has been proved only to satisfy the civil and not the criminal standard of proof, that is, where the case is proved on the balance of probabilities and not beyond reasonable doubt.\textsuperscript{15}

Finally, it should be noted that the consequences of the imposition of some civil or administrative remedies may sometimes be as, or even more, severe than the imposition of a non-custodial criminal penalty. For example, the application of the disqualification provisions of the Corporations Law applying to such persons as directors, liquidators, securities dealers and investment advisers may prevent such persons from being employed in such a position again. Where it is used, this administrative sanction may be a far more severe penalty than a small fine. Furthermore, where a regulatory agency forces a corporation to make a payment either to the agency or to persons affected by the actions of the corporation, the payment may be far greater than any fine which might be imposed by resort to criminal proceedings. This has occurred as a result of settlements reached with corporations by the Trade Practices Commission and by the old National Companies and Securities Commission where a breach a corporate law statute may have occurred.

All of this suggests that whilst it is important to have a fairly sharp concept of corporate crime when discussing this topic, there are often points of convergence between what may also be described as illegal corporate behaviour and corporate crime. This in part derives for the fact that there may not necessarily be any clear moral turpitude attaching to a breach of a corporate criminal law provision. As Kadish noted some three decades ago: "[w]ithout moral culpability there is in a democratic community an explicable and justifiable reluctance to affix the stigma of blame."\textsuperscript{16} Herbert Packer has also argued that in areas where there is moral neutrality concerning the offence, such as with many economic offences, there is a tendency to see "a compromise with the idea of criminality. The formal indications of criminality are all there, but the outcome is typically a fine, rather than an actual or even conditional sentence of imprisonment."\textsuperscript{17} For example, some would quite seriously suggest that, although insider trading is a criminal offence, it is nevertheless an acceptable form of conduct as it improves the efficiency of securities markets and there is no obvious victim, such as there is with street crime. It is this very ambiguity that has from time to time led to calls for the decriminalisation of large areas of corporate criminal law, so as to retain the corporate criminal sanction only for cases of obvious fraud or deceit.\textsuperscript{18}

Finally, it has to be noted that corporate criminal laws dealing with actions by or on behalf of the corporation are a curious hybrid of provisions which have evolved over time from a model which was more appropriate to dealing with individuals than with complex corporate groups. This means that the formal
A legal conception of corporate crime is actually poorly developed. As Christopher Stone, a leading American authority on corporate social control, has observed:

"To understand why we are not doing a better job of it, we must look to legal history. When the law was forming, it was individual, identifiable persons who trespassed, created nuisances, engaged in consumer frauds. The law responded with contemporary notions about individuals - what motivated them, terrified them, and constituted justice toward them. Later, as corporations became the dominant vehicle for social action, only rarely did the law meet with specifically tailored adaptations. Since a body of law addressed to 'persons' already existed, it was simply transferred to corporations without distinction.

Today's giant corporations, however, are much more than persons who just happen to be especially large and powerful. They are complex sociotechnical organisms - not just men, or even men-and-machines-groups, but men, machines, patterns of reward, ways of doing things, all divided up into loosely coordinated clusters of cells. There is no reason to believe (as the law implicitly does) that the way 'it' will respond and adapt to external threats, the way 'it' will scan the environment for information, the way 'it' will calculate and weigh 'its' pleasures against 'its' pains is like that of an actual person."

Interestingly, in relation to alleged failures to comply with securities market rules regarding the Australian Stock Exchange listing of companies, the courts have displayed a similar lack of realism and have taken a narrowly legalistic position to the effect that these rules only apply to the corporation and not to the controllers of the corporation, such as its directors.

It may be appropriate to conclude this section by providing the following typology of corporate criminality. The typology is organised around the beneficiaries of the criminal activity (either the corporation or some other person or persons) and the perpetrators of the criminal conduct (either the corporation or its agents). The typology therefore postulates that there are at least four clear types of corporate crime. Looking at the typology, it is clear that Types A and B (crime by or on behalf of the corporation) have much in common as do Types C and D (corporate crime against the interests of the corporation). One consequence of this differentiation is that it may be necessary to consider different principles, enforcement strategies and sanctions for each type of corporate criminal conduct or cluster of types of corporate crime.
### A Typology of Corporate Criminal Conduct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Crime Committed for the Benefit of a Corporation</th>
<th>Corporate Crime Committed Against the Interests of a Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE A</strong> Corporate Crime by a Corporation for its own benefit</td>
<td><strong>TYPE C</strong> Corporate Crime against a Corporation but for the benefit of another Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE B</strong> Corporate Crime by the Agents or Controllers of a Corporation for the benefit of that Corporation</td>
<td><strong>TYPE D</strong> Corporate Crime against a Corporation but for the benefit of its Agents or Controllers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Corporate Crime and the Aims of Corporate Criminal Law

Traditionally, criminal law usually has had a number of objectives, such as incarceration, retribution, rehabilitation and deterrence. Incarceration or incapacitation is obviously irrelevant when dealing with an artificial entity such as the corporation, although imprisonment is widely seen as a real stigma for corporate officers and advisers. Retribution presents different problems as it is far from easy to establish the moral blameworthiness or the desert of the corporation because a corporation "has no soul to be damned, and no body to be kicked." There are nevertheless those who see considerable merit in the deserts based approach to criminal law. It has been suggested that just deserts as a basis for the punishment of corporate crime is counter-productive as those deserving the greatest punishment for white collar crimes tend to receive the least punishment due to the vagaries of the processes of prosecuting corporate crime. However, some have argued that corporations should not be treated differently from other criminal actors and that a punitive policing strategy is necessary and desirable when dealing with corporations.

In the case of rehabilitation, the corporation and its officers are not easy subjects for treatment aimed at reducing the criminal propensities of the offender. Often such offences are rarely repeated and do not obviously reflect a career of criminal conduct as corporate law cases are usually brought before the courts as a
first offence. Although rehabilitation may have failed in relation to non-corporate crime, it has been increasingly argued recently that there is scope for greater effort at internal reform and rehabilitation within the corporation.\textsuperscript{26} One way of achieving this is through improved mechanisms of self regulation.\textsuperscript{27} Deterrence has however come to be seen as the principal goal of the enforcement of corporate criminal provisions because, apart from deterrence, these other traditional goals are widely seen as being ill-suited to dealing with corporate crime. Having noted this, Packer observed some years ago that we know very little about the deterrent effects of corporate criminal law.\textsuperscript{28} More recently, Schlegel has noted that "... while deterrence is commonly accepted as the primary reason for imposing criminal sanctions on the corporation and on individuals acting on the corporation's behalf, there is little agreement as to the type and severity of punishment that best achieves that goal."\textsuperscript{29} The focus upon deterrence as the principal goal of corporate criminal law does not mean that rehabilitation and incapacitation are entirely irrelevant, for, as Fisse has argued in respect of corporate crime by, or on behalf of, the corporation, "[p]olicy revision, internal disciplinary control, and procedural action - the forms of rehabilitation and incapacitation that are most practical and useful in preventing corporate crime - are sub-goals of deterrence."\textsuperscript{30}

At a broader level, the focus upon achieving deterrence has traditionally largely relied upon legalism, through the criminal law, as a mechanism of achieving compliance. Alternatively, it is often argued by business that a more appropriate measure of compliance is not the degree of adherence to legalistic standards or "red tape", but conformity to broad economistic performance measures or output standards. For example, such economistic approaches would measure the amount of pollutants released from a chemical plant over a period of time and not whether particular anti-pollution measures are in place at any particular time. Another economistic approach is to provide incentives or disincentives, such as taxes or tax relief, to meeting broad performance standards. Braithwaite has shown that although both legalism and economism have limitations in dealing with corporate misconduct, the limits of economism are more profound.\textsuperscript{31} He notes that the principal defect of performance standards is to be found in their retrospectivity. This means that they are "inappropriate where society is prepared to tolerate even very high levels of economic inefficiency to build up guarantees that disasters are prevented before they occur. More specifically, in areas involving great hazards, it is important to punish risky behaviour which fortuitously does not result in any harm."\textsuperscript{32}

In contrast, Braithwaite suggests that a "profound advantage of direct regulation [through legalism] is that it can change corporate conduct within a short time frame."\textsuperscript{33} Specific legal standards are also more readily monitored than economistic performance standards. Also, the former approach more readily allows the imposition of penalties sufficient to achieve deterrence whilst appropriate penalties for a failure to meet a performance requirement may, in catastrophic situations such as a major oil spill, be such as to put the company out of business, the so-called "deterrence trap". The deterrence trap is also a problem for specific legal standards, but it is a far greater problem for policing performance standards.\textsuperscript{34} However, this is not to suggest that there is no place for performance standards in dealing with corporate misconduct, so long as they
are backed up by effective legalistic measures. Furthermore, there may be some areas where performance standards may be more appropriate than traditional command and control measures, such as in dealing with noise from aircraft near airports. Obviously, the optimal mix of such regulatory strategies will vary depending upon the context or the type of corporate crime that is involved.

4. Corporate Sanctions and Law Enforcement

Allied to this debate on the goals of corporate criminal law is the debate concerning the most appropriate sanctions to devise for the special circumstances of the corporation. Although breaches of corporate law have usually only been dealt with by the application of fines or imprisonment, if they have been dealt with at all, a range of alternative sanctions have been widely discussed in the literature. These alternative sanctioning strategies are likely to provide the courts with significantly more realistic and effective sentencing options than they currently have available when dealing with actions by the corporation. They include such sanctions as the so-called equity fine, which would see the allocation of some of the shares of the corporation to a public entity or some like group; corporate probation; community service orders; the introduction of internal corporate compliance programs; what has been called enforced corporate responsive adjustment, and adverse publicity orders. Australian law makers have yet to take seriously this extensive range of sentencing options which might be used in dealing with corporate crime by the corporation. However, some of these alternatives may be less appropriate or effective when dealing with corporate crimes by corporate officers, advisers or controllers.

Many have repeatedly pointed to the failure of traditional corporate crime control strategies and the need to refashion both the law and enforcement strategies in this area. All too often corporate criminal offences are simply not prosecuted. This is due to a variety of reasons such as the problems of proof and the capacities of offenders to make it difficult for the criminal justice process to function effectively when dealing with powerful and well resourced offenders. Alternatively, the sanction imposed may bear little relation to the harm inflicted or the profits made by the corporation in breaching the particular law or sanctions may not deter where they fall upon the relatively blameless. A further problem relates to the nature of accountability under corporate criminal law itself.

Consequently, it has been argued that new concepts of corporate responsibility need to be evolved to deal with corporate crime by the corporation. For example, Stone has developed the concept of "enterprise liability" by combining rules of liability and agency in such a way that accountability is sought by threatening corporate profits. Also, Fisse has proposed the concept of "reactive corporate fault" which would examine the fault of the corporation both at the time of the commission of the offence as well as by reference to its actions after the offence. In this way "blame can be allocated on the basis of both pre and post-actus reus corporate policy." Fisse has argued that:

"The attribution of criminal liability to corporations is an intractable subject; indeed, it is one of the blackest holes in criminal law... The
common law principle of personal corporate responsibility, as developed in Tesco Supermarkets Ltd v Nattrass [1972] AC 153, has been roundly criticised. The Tesco principle is unsatisfactory mainly because it restricts corporate criminal liability to the conduct or fault of high-level managers, a restriction that makes it difficult to establish liability against large companies. Offences committed on behalf of large organisations often occur at the level of middle or lower-tier management yet the Tesco principle requires proof of fault on the part of the top-tier manager or a delegate in the very restricted sense of a person given full discretion to act independently of instructions in relation to part of the functions of the board. Perversely, the Tesco principle works best in the context of small companies, where fault on the part of a top manager is usually much easier to prove and where there is relatively little need to improve corporate criminal liability."

It has repeatedly been argued in the literature that we need to get away from the individualistic approach to the problem of corporate criminality and focus upon the organisational nature of the problem. A related strategy is to focus upon the corporate ethos as a standard for corporate criminal responsibility, so that a corporation can be convicted where it can be shown that its ethos, its corporate practices and policies, have encouraged the commission of the criminal act. Further, it has been suggested that penalties should be focused upon the decision maker and not upon the corporation. Finally, it has been argued that the key to the control of corporate crime is the integration of corporations within the community so that they become amenable to informal social controls. This of course means moving away from individualism as the primary legal basis for dealing with large bureaucratic organisations such as the modern corporate group. Peer group control is also of great value in dealing with offences against the corporation by directors or by other corporate controllers. Law reform bodies in Australia have fallen far short of adopting this wide body of learning. This applies especially to the reports of the Gibbs Committee appointed by the Commonwealth to review Commonwealth Criminal Law.

4. Some Illustrations of Corporate Criminality

It is appropriate to turn finally to a number of brief illustrations of the operation of corporate criminal law provisions in Australia which have been a matter of special concern over the last decade. Inevitably, this discussion must be very selective. The number of Australian case studies of corporate crime which benefit the corporation is now relatively quite extensive as, for example, the work of Braithwaite, Hopkins and Grabosky and Sutton attests. Reference will therefore be made to the areas of securities fraud, abuses of director’s duties, auditing and the abuse of the corporate accounts provisions. Reference could be made to other corporate financial crimes such as money laundering and insolvency fraud involving the use of corporate entities.
Abuse of the Corporate Form

During the decade of the 1980s an especially disturbing form of corporate crime arose out of the plundering of central corporate treasuries by controllers of corporate groups. The growth of complex corporate structures with central treasury operations has allowed the funds of individual companies within these groups to be centrally located and manipulated to serve the ends of group corporate controllers. The prevalence of "round robin" transactions between the members of the group of companies or between associated companies has long been documented and was evident in the late 1950s and early 1960s, such as with the Korman group of companies. Similar transactions occurred, for example, with the Spedley and Bond group of companies during the 1980s. Often, as with the Qintex and Bond companies, significant "service" fees were paid to the officers of the companies controlling the group. The McCusker investigation into Rothwells, the TEA investigation by the National Companies and Securities Commission and the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the State Bank of South Australia, also revealed the extent to which a corporation's accounts could be manipulated, especially where use was made of questionable financial transactions with related companies.

The somewhat cavalier manner in which funds were channelled within a group of companies was especially evident in relation to the Qintex group of companies as was illustrated in the 1990 case of Qintex Australia Finance Ltd v Schroders Australia Ltd, a case in which there was great difficulty in identifying which company in the Qintex group had been the company on whose behalf a futures contract had been entered into. In that case, Rogers CJ was critical of the use made of subsidiary companies and called for legislative intervention to deal with the manipulations which could occur in such situations. His Honour added that "... creditors of failed companies encountered difficulty when they have to select from among the moving targets the company with which they consider they concluded a contract."

However, the very complexity of these cases has meant that criminal proceedings have rarely been completed. Many of the cases involving the abuse of the corporate form involved some misuse of audited accounts and some involved allegations of lack of an arms length relationship between management and the supposedly independent auditors of the company. In some cases, the auditors were simply extraordinarily negligent. Another common abuse of the corporate form which occurred over the last decade or so has been the action of directors moving their activities from one company to another after each company is financially wrecked. Although laws were eventually introduced to facilitate the banning of directors who engaged in such conduct from the management of companies, few criminal proceedings have been brought for breach of what are known as the insolvent trading provisions, although the disqualification proceedings have been heavily relied upon in some jurisdictions. An increasing number of criminal actions for insolvent trading are now being investigated by the Australian Securities Commission. However,
where these involve complex fact situations and a multitude of transactions, the problems of proof are such that these cases take years to complete.\textsuperscript{74} This problem of delay was also evident from the so-called "bottom of the harbour" tax avoidance cases which largely took place in the late 1970s. These cases also involved the abuse of the corporate form by corporate controllers, but here the controllers transferred the assets from the company to another entity and left the original company in the hand of "straw directors" and only in the possession of tax losses.\textsuperscript{75} Unfortunately, we have had difficulties in learning from the lessons of the past in dealing with such abuses of the corporate form.

Abuse of Directors' Duties

Directors and other corporate officers are subject to potential criminal liability under the \textit{Crimes Acts} and under the \textit{Corporations Law} where they act dishonestly. Where a director acts dishonestly with intent to deceive or defraud the company, s 232(3) of the \textit{Corporations Law} now provides for a penalty of imprisonment of up to 5 years or a fine of up to $200,000, or both. Higher gaol sentences are available under corresponding \textit{State Crimes Act} provisions. Directors are also obliged not to make improper use of their positions as directors or to make improper use of information obtained as a result of being a director. Similar penalties to the above are provided for such conduct and the corporation may also seek to recover damages or compensation from the offending director.

Until recently, few criminal actions had been brought for breach of the directors' duties provisions, although many investigations have been commenced.\textsuperscript{76} The fact that in 1992 a ten-fold increase in fines for the breach of these provisions occurred, suggests a lack of deterrent impact of the earlier fines. Some of the key problems with application of the directors' duties provisions has been the difficulty of obtaining information about the conduct in question, the problems of proving many of these cases beyond reasonable doubt and the widely held perception that it was inappropriate to seek to criminalise the directors' duties provisions.\textsuperscript{77} As a result, the Commonwealth Government in the \textit{Corporate Law Reform Act} 1992 sought to partially decriminalise the directors' duties provisions and introduced the remedy of a civil penalty order allowing the banning of persons from being directors and the imposition of fines of up to $200,000, but without the requirement that the case be brought as a criminal case. The effectiveness of these new provisions remains to be assessed.

Insider Trading and Securities Market Abuses

Another important area of corporate crime involves the abuse of the securities of the company, such as its shares, by resort to practices such as the manipulation of the prices of these securities, market rigging, misleading statements aimed at inducing persons to invest in such securities and insider trading. Heavy criminal penalties apply to such cases, but few legal actions have been successful. For example, in one prosecution against Alan Bond for inducing a person to invest in securities in relation to the attempted rescue of Rothwells in 1987, a conviction was originally recorded against Bond, who served a short term of imprisonment. However, this conviction was quashed on appeal. In another
similar case, involving an attempt to induce investors to buy shares in a
company called the Private Blood Bank, apart from some civil proceedings which
had been brought by the corporate regulators, the prosecution against the accused
commenced in 1987, but it was not until the end of 1992 that the case was dealt
with criminally, and in this case for a *Crimes Act* and not a *Companies Code*
charge. This case well illustrates the difficulties of seeking to enforce corporate
criminal law provisions in the area of securities law.

Insider trading has also been a widespread form of corporate criminal conduct
over the last two decades, as is evident from the findings of the Senate
Committee on Securities and Exchange in 1974 (the Rae Committee), and was
evident from research undertaken more recently. Insider trading has been
found to be commonly committed by corporate officers or controllers, but there
has not been one successful prosecution for this crime during the 1980s against a
corporation or its officers or controllers, despite some vigorous efforts to do so.
Once again, the principal obstacles to conviction involved overcoming problems
created by the criminal standard of proof and problems with the capacity of
judicial officers to comprehend the nature and seriousness of insider trading
conduct. Also, finding evidence of insider trading, which was usually only
available to the accused, was another serious obstacle to successful prosecutions.
This parallels the experience in other jurisdictions.

5. Conclusions

This part has sought to sketch a number of key conceptual and practical problem
areas in regard to our understanding of corporate crime. It is clear that, although
legal and criminological research on this topic has been relatively limited, this is
an area rich in research potential, especially in Australia. It is important
however to be mindful of the different types of corporate crime and the different
enforcement strategies which need to be devised for dealing with each type. As
we have seen, the historical bases of corporate criminal law have been such that
notions of corporate criminal responsibility in the law have failed to come to
terms to the nature of the modern complex corporation, whether this involves
the corporate group structure or decision making processes within the
corporation itself. Also, law enforcement and research attempts to come to terms
with corporate crime against the corporation, such as abuses of the corporate
form or abuses of directors’ duties or abuses of the securities market provisions,
have fallen far short of what might be desirable. To a large degree this may be
attributed to a failure upon the part of researchers, the legal system and the
community to come to terms with the nature of corporate criminality of this
kind. The situation is not helped by the deliberate obfuscation which is evident
in the law and practices in this area. Consequently, we seem to be destined to
have to re-learn the lessons of the past as many of the corporate financial abuses
of each decade parallel similar misconduct or offences which were treated as
isolated events or not worthy of provoking any fundamental re-assessment of
the manner in which corporate crime should be treated. However, even in
those areas where the corporate crime literature has become relatively well
developed, particularly in relation to corporate crimes by the corporation, the
legislature and regulatory practice have been slow to absorb this learning.
The second part of this discussion paper looks at some of the underlying social factors which serve to inhibit or affect effective corporate law enforcement.


9 For example, Professor Fisse has tended to focus upon punitive measures involving offences by the corporation itself, rather than the manipulation of the corporate form: see for example: Fisse, B, “Sentencing Options against Corporations”, (1990) 1 Criminal Law Forum 211 at 212, fn 1.


11 For a discussion of such arguments, see Kramer, ibid, at pp 21-27.


14 For example, in Group Four Industries Pty Ltd v Brosnan and Anor (1991) 5 ACSR 649, Duggan J was dealing with a civil case to recover unpaid debts brought under the insolvent trading provision of the Corporations Law (what is now s 592). In interpreting this legislative provision which provided for both civil and criminal actions to be brought, the judge took the view (at 661) that “the existence of a severe penal sanction reinforces my view that a
narrower interpretation [of the civil provision] is called for." It might also be noted that the Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs examined the duties of directors' provisions and concluded that:

"If the breach is criminal in nature, criminal penalties should follow. But it is draconian to apply such penalties in the absence of criminality. This appears to be the case with section 229 of the Companies Code (Corporations Act, s 232)... When gaol terms are provided for breach of the law but the courts are disinclined to impose them because they seem too draconian, the law tends to fall into disrepute. The modest fines which are imposed instead cause some discontent in the community." (Cooney Committee), Directors' Duties, Report on the Social and Fiduciary Obligations of Company Directors, Canberra, AGPS, at p 188 and pp 16-17.
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Part 2:

Corporations Law Enforcement Strategies in Australia:
The Influence of Professional, Corporate and Bureaucratic Cultures

1. Introduction

Corporate law enforcement strategies have become a matter of considerable debate in Australia in recent years, and especially during 1992. This debate is likely to continue for some time yet. Some of the earlier debate was reviewed in a 1992 article and this debate can be traced back in Australia at least to a 1987 discussion paper published by the Australian Law Reform Commission. Prior to, and contemporaneously with, these efforts, work by a variety of Australian academic researchers has sought to draw attention to the importance of this area. Other bodies such as the National Crime Authority, the Australian Institute of Criminology and bodies such as the Australian Institute of Company Directors have all sought to make some contribution to this important, but largely unresolved, public debate.

This debate came to a head in 1992 in the public clash between the then Australian Securities Commission chairman Tony Hartnell and the newly appointed Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions, Michael Rozenes. Most will recall that this debate led to the intervention of Commonwealth Attorney-General, Michael Duffy, in September 1992 with the issue of a directive to the ASC to, in effect, place more emphasis on criminal prosecutions than had been apparent up until that time. Whilst this political intervention may have resolved the public disagreements between the then ASC chair and the DPP, the basic issues concerning the most effective and appropriate corporate law enforcement strategy are far from being resolved. These issues are somewhat more complex and intractable than the narrow images which fuelled the public debate between the DPP and the ASC. In essence, the DPP criticism was summed up in Michael Rozenes' colourful reference to the "gentleman regulator" who preferred to focus upon easier civil actions rather than harder criminal prosecutions. In evidence before the Joint Committee on Corporations and Securities in September 1992, the following exchange took place between members of the Committee and DPP Rozenes:

Senator Spindler - Mr Rozenes, you said before that, as a general rule, where there is money it becomes a civil case and where there is none it is much more likely that a criminal prosecution results. Could you enlarge on that and explain why, please?

Mr Rozenes - This is a perception that we have...
Mrs Crosio - Excuse me. That is just the perception of the DPP?

Mr Rozenes - Yes. It is a perception of the DPP, but it is brought about as a result of public statements made by Mr Hartnell and statements that he has made to this Committee. This is their first choice.

Senator Spindler - But why?

Mr Rozenes - Because they see themselves as being gentlemen regulators. They see themselves as protecting the interests of the injured corporation or the disadvantaged shareholder, and they honestly believe that, if they impose a commercial penalty, then that by itself will act as a major deterrent to corporate crime. It will not.

Mrs Crosio - That is obviously where the major difference is between the two organisations, is it not?

Mr Rozenes - Yes, absolutely. 10

A Committee member then quoted from a statement made by the ASC chairman to the effect that the Commission was not a “criminal enforcement agency” but a “commercial regulatory agency” and that the Commission would regard criminal investigative proceedings as ancillary to its mainstream activities as a commercial regulator. After rejecting this distinction, DPP Rozenes went on to observe:

Mr Rozenes - I recall on several occasions hearing this proposition advanced on behalf of the ASC. They say that there is nothing that a corporate criminal fears more than being stripped of his ill-gotten gain. I say to you, as a criminal barrister specialising in white-collar crime for the last 15 or so years, that is the last thing the corporate criminal is afraid of because he believes that by the time someone wakes up to the fact that he is a corporate criminal there will hardly be a dollar left in the jurisdiction that the regulator can grab and strip from him. What the corporate criminal is really afraid of is going to prison. That is what deters people from committing crime...”11

Earlier, Rozenes had cautioned that:

“...there is no doubt that, if someone performs in a highly dishonest way, you can freeze all the assets you like, you can impose all the administrative penalties you like, but ultimately that conduct must be visited by the criminal law.”12

In contrast, the ASC’s position was seen in terms of a preference for the recovery of funds, the preservation of assets, the institution of civil actions and only then might criminal actions be resorted to. As The ASC Chairman observed in March 1992:

“The preference [of the ASC] for pursuing civil litigation over prosecutions is in many circumstances a response to temporal demands. The speed and flexibility of the civil/administrative action,
particularly in obtaining preservative interim relief, has obvious attraction. The burden of proof, and the evidentiary advantages in gathering and using evidence in the face of claims for the privilege against self-incrimination are also strong indicators of the practical advantages in favour of civil enforcement strategies. Combined with the deterrent net cast by the surveillance programmes is the deterrent effect achieved by the prospect of the personal and often immediate liability of defendants for compensation and damages.\textsuperscript{13}

In evidence before the Joint Committee on Corporations and Securities in August 1992, ASC Chairman Hartnell dealt with this issue in a number of exchanges with members of the Committee:

\textbf{Mr Punch} - Is there a tendency for the ASC to be seeking civil remedies rather then criminal remedies?

\textbf{Mr Hartnell} - Yes. It is a very clear policy.

\textbf{Mr Punch} - Could you expand on what criteria you have used in terms of the choice between the two?

\textbf{Mr Hartnell} - Having identified and investigated a situation, the very first thing we do is take civil action, assuming there is some action available. Then we preserve property obviously if there is property, sue for damages if that is relevant, restrain conduct or get mandatory injunctions to oblige conduct - some way to deal with the commercial situation that we are faced with today. The objective of that is that, if something happens in August 1992, we would like ideally to deal with it at least preliminarily in August 1992 or in September 1992. Having done that, investigations can continue and evidence will come out of the civil case anyway which may result in criminal charges. Contrast that with the situation that is urged upon me by some people. Criminal charges come first. Something happens in August 1992 and we investigate it through to the point that we have a criminal brief prepared. Remember, a criminal brief is almost a unique thing. It is not a question of knowing the facts and being able to prove them in any way; you have to prove them in a particular way. You have to prove them on the day you commence the action. You have to hand-up proof. So if it happens in August 1992, we investigate, do all the technical briefs, get to the DPP and answer all the requisitions. If we are lucky, we will have action commenced within 18 months.\textsuperscript{14}

From the perspective of the media and bureaucratic posturing, the DPP probably had the better script, even though the ASC was probably acting upon a broader appreciation of the nature and limits of corporate law enforcement. However, the issues on both sides of this somewhat artificial debate were in reality considerably more complex and intractable than media stereotypes could convey. The fact that corporations law must be implemented in the social context of professional, organisational and business values and cultures must be taken into account.
The notion of justice as fairness and of treating all like cases similarly has been interpreted by criminal lawyers to mean that all cases of dishonesty should be treated similarly, regardless of the context in which the conduct in question occurs. When addressing the Joint Committee on Corporations and Securities, DPP Rozenes saw this in terms of treating corporate criminals in the same way as other criminals. Thus, when asked whether the priority should be placed upon stripping the criminal of his or her ill-gotten gains, Rozenes replied:

"We do not offer that to our drug dealers, our murders, our rapists and our bank robbers. Why would we offer it to our corporate criminals? What sort of justice is that?"\(^{15}\)

By reference to broader values and cultural attitudes within the regulatory community and key legal and other professional actors, this part seeks to show that this debate is considerably more complex and will not be finally resolved by the political expedient of a Direction from the Attorney-General to the heads of two government agencies. What is required is a major overhaul of the values and attitudes of the principal actors in the field of corporate law itself, something that is more easily said than done.

2. The ASC's Enforcement Record

Before going on to consider the empirical evidence collected in this study of corporate sanctions, some reference should be made to current ASC enforcement policies and achievements. Much has been heard of the 16 matters designated as areas of national priority in September 1990. Of the 13 of these which were referred to the DPP in 1991-92, eight of these resulted in the commencement of criminal proceedings and one matter was resolved by civil action.\(^{16}\) The ASC's 1991-92 Annual Report notes that:

"In 1991/92 the ASC commenced legal proceedings in 668 new cases, comprising 90 significant civil actions and 39 other civil actions, 80 significant criminal prosecutions and 459 other criminal prosecutions (most of which related to the failure of directors of insolvent companies to lodge statements of affairs with liquidators). At 30 June 1992, 571 legal proceedings were in progress: 77 civil actions and 494 criminal prosecutions... Of the litigation completed in 1991/92, 55 per cent of major civil actions (42 cases) were settled in the ASC's favour and 53 per cent of major criminal matters (37 cases) resulted in convictions."\(^{17}\)

Regarding the enforcement priorities of the ASC, the 1991-92 annual report seeks to provide a balance between civil and criminal actions, taking into account the September 1992 ministerial directive to the Commission. As the Commission explains:

"During 1991/92 the ASC's mandate has been enforcement of the Corporations Law. Its expertise has, of necessity, been totally focused on matters within the Law. Some of these matters might also fall within other laws, for example, State Crimes Acts. Where this has occurred, the ASC has referred these matters to the appropriate prosecuting..."
authorities under those laws. Matters completely outside the ambit of the Law have been referred to the relevant law enforcement agencies. (This enforcement focus will be extended in line with the Ministerial direction of 30 September 1992 which requires the ASC to give the same consideration to breaches of general criminal law as it gives to breaches of the Corporations Law.)"18

The ASC went on to add that:

"Wherever appropriate, the ASC has given first priority in 1991/92 to civil action to preserve property and obtain other civil remedies to protect the public. These remedies include recovery of property in cases of public interest where private litigants have been unable to do so...

Criminal action has been undertaken in national priority matters, other serious offences and prosecution programs directed at specific classes of activity - particularly failure to lodge annual returns, failure to make timely reports as to affairs of companies under administration, and activities arising out of ASC surveillance programs."19

The ASC's assessment of its enforcement record needs to be contrasted with the picture which emerges for this period from the position of the Commonwealth DPP. In the 1991-92 Annual Report of the Director of Public Prosecutions reference was made to the ASC's sixteen national priority matters. The Annual Report noted that:

"Recent reports have indicated that the investigation of these matters would be substantially complete by 30 June [1992]. However, while much of the investigative work has been completed these cases will require considerable resources to complete investigations and, where appropriate, lay charges. Further, the time required to complete the process in relation to these prosecutions is likely to be measured in years rather than months. This is due to the level of complexity of the alleged crimes."20

It is interesting to contrast this level of activity with the pace of prosecutions for the "bottom of the harbour" company tax avoidance cases of the early 1980s. As the 1991-92 DPP Annual Report also noted, the last of the comparatively fewer number of tax cases from this period was still before the courts until August 1992, although the jury was unable to agree upon a verdict, leading to the decision by the DPP not to call for a retrial.21

To some degree, the DPP's recognition of the difficulties of corporate criminal prosecutions parallel's perceptions held in the ASC, although of course quite different conclusions were drawn from their respective experiences. In its 1991-92 Annual Report, the DPP provided some further details concerning its record of recent corporations law prosecutions in relation to cases which ranged from large complex ones to the relatively minor. It observed:

"It is appropriate, at least in what is the initial phase of this function, to give further details on the efforts of both the ASC and DPP in this area.
The statistics are for an 18 month period - 1 January 1991 to 30 June 1992. During this period the ASC referred 147 separate matters to the DPP...In this context the term 'matter' refers to an allegation, or incomplete brief, or briefs, of evidence to a collection of papers requesting advice as to possible criminality. In some matters multiple briefs of evidence have been referred. Of the 147 matters referred, 49 have been completed... [No charges were laid in 18 matters; the defendant was found guilty in 21 matters; the defendant was acquitted in 4 matters and there were 6 other matters]...

In relation to the 98 matters that are still current, charges have been laid in 47. In the other 51 matters, the ASC and DPP are working together to finalise the work necessary to enable a decision as to prosecutions to be made.22

Whatever may be said about the slow pace of corporate criminal prosecutions, it is clear that there has been a significant level of such prosecutions over the last two years. This is particularly clear when a comparison is made with the record of enforcement in this area prior to the formation of the ASC and the subsequent assumption of responsibility for corporate prosecutions by the DPP.23

3. Empirical Research on Corporate Social Control

There is a dearth of empirical research on the legal control of corporate conduct in Australia. The problem of corporate social control can be approached from at least two directions, internal control and external control. An internal focus upon the problems of corporate social control incorporates a wide range of matters, including business ethics and the impact of legal rules, such as the duties of directors provisions, and the consciousness and conduct of corporate officers. This largely involves looking internally within the corporation at its “private government” structures as the basis of social control and accountability. In 1992, the Centre for National Corporate Law Research supported a study which in part adopted such an internal orientation: to be published shortly as Directing the Top 500: Corporate Governance and Accountability in Australian Public Companies.24

Another approach is to focus upon the external environment of the corporation and the manner in which externally generated sanctions, whether civil or criminal, impact upon the corporation. Corporations obviously operate within a wider social structure and the problem of corporate social control needs to be related to broader legal frameworks aimed at achieving this goal. The current research largely seeks to contribute to an understanding of this external environment in which the corporate law enforcement debate takes place.

It should be said that this paper is part of a larger study of the use corporate law sanctions and the control of white collar crime in Australia. The study was funded by the Criminology Research Council and involved a national series of 130 interviews with judicial officers, private lawyers, liquidators, regulators and prosecutors in five Australian cities.25 The interviews for the study commenced in early 1992 and were completed in June 1992. Table 1 sets out the distribution of interviewees for the study. A total of 22 judicial officers were interviewed, including District or County Court judges, Supreme and Federal Court judges.
and magistrates. Rarely have so many Australian judges agreed to be interviewed for a research study. An equal number of barristers were interviewed, most of whom where Queen's Counsel. The largest group interviewed comprised 34 partners from large corporate law firms. This group mostly comprised senior corporate lawyers from private law firms. A smaller number of liquidators and accountants from larger accounting firms and boutique insolvency practices were also interviewed. Finally, 12 senior prosecutors and 25 regulatory officials were interviewed. The prosecutors mainly comprised senior Commonwealth DPP officers and state Crown prosecutors. The regulators were drawn from capital city offices and national offices of the ASC, from the Trade Practices Commission and from the Australian Stock Exchange.

5. The Goals of Corporate Law Enforcement

Perceptions of the appropriate goals of corporate law enforcement must obviously have a significant effect upon the strategies which are adopted to enforce these goals. Although regulatory agencies have been perceived as being some of the principal players in fashioning the goals of enforcement, this is to ignore the fact that other groups such as judges, barristers, defence lawyers, insolvency practitioners and prosecutors all have a significant contribution to make in fashioning the enforcement strategies which eventually impact upon the corporate context. What is clear is that there is a wide diversity of attitudes amongst these groups concerning the appropriate enforcement philosophy to be adopted in regard to corporation law.

Moreover, it should be stressed that regulatory agencies, especially large agencies which span a geographically dispersed country the size of Australia and which have been built upon a variety of earlier local traditions, are far from being monolithic and that, within these bodies, there is an on-going debate concerning the appropriate approach to be adopted. Rhetoric emerging from the Office of the Chairman or from other senior agency officers is but one feature of the agency’s views, although the more official one. No chairperson can seek to impose a particular enforcement philosophy if there are strong alternative philosophies in currency within the organisation. It is useful to focus upon the views of some of these groups to illustrate this point.
Table 1: Distribution of Interviewees for the Corporate Law Sanctions project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adelaide</th>
<th>Brisbane</th>
<th>Canberra</th>
<th>Melbourne</th>
<th>Sydney</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Officers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCs/ Barristers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Law Firm Partners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidators/ Accountants</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State and Federal Prosecutors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC, TPC and ASX Officials</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amongst judges, barristers and large law firm lawyers there is a dominance of what might be called a civil culture in their approach to corporate law and its enforcement. To be sure, honesty and the maintenance of ethical standards are seen as being important, but there is generally little enthusiasm for the use of punitive measures as a reliable mechanism for the achievement of these broad purposes. This dominant civil law culture is a significant determinant of the types of corporate law enforcement strategies which will be likely to be effective.
The View from the Bench

If we begin with the judiciary, it is evident from the responses to this study that deterrence, one of the traditional goals of the criminal law does not feature highly in judicial perceptions of corporate law enforcement. Even less significant are other goals such as retribution and rehabilitation. Instead, judicial attitudes are expressed at a more general level, such as the need to ensure that persons act honestly and adhere to proper standards of conduct. As one Victorian Supreme Court judge observed: "the primary goal is to achieve morality in business with a view to protecting shareholders and the investing public." That this was not just a view held by Supreme Court judges was clear when a magistrate in Melbourne added that the primary goals of corporate law enforcement were: "to regulate the market, to make sure it runs straight and to give the public confidence in the corporate area. Similarly, a District Court judge in Sydney noted that the goals of corporate law enforcement were "to secure legal and moral practices in the corporate life of the nation."

A New South Wales Supreme Court judge also said, in this regard, that "whether it is civil or criminal you are looking to guiding corporations into proper conduct, that is, as a means of encouraging corporate activities." One such means of operation was to ensure that the standards of corporate officers remained high. Thus, a Brisbane magistrate saw the goals of corporate law as "trying to get the corporations to operate in a way so as to keep out the riff raff." As a judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland added: "it is hard to pick a primary goal; I guess it is to achieve a reasonable standard of honesty among corporate managers." Thus, whilst corporate law was seen to be aimed at achieving proper standards of conduct within the corporation, this was often related to the need to maintain public confidence in the corporation. One Appeals Court judge saw this in terms of ensuring that "people dealing with companies know what they are dealing with." A Sydney judge saw the goals of corporate law enforcement as seeking to ensure that those "who wish to trade with Australian institutions can be confident that they are honest." A Federal Court judge emphasised the importance of seeking to "ensure the level of honesty which the unsuspecting public assume will be exercised by those in charge of the companies that they invest in."

The View from the Bar

Most barristers in private practice who undertake commercial law litigation rarely see the goals of corporate law enforcement as being punitive in character, although some clearly do. As one Sydney Queen's Counsel explained:

"Corporate law enforcement must have the regular administration of corporations as an end goal, that is, for directors to properly look after shareholders and to ensure that creditors are paid by corporations. If corporations are properly administered these ends should be achieved."

A Melbourne QC observed that: "the main purpose [of corporate law enforcement] should be to protect investors and creditors and not to be obsessed with punishing the baddie," although a silk with a criminal law practice thought
that “the twin goals are to maintain the market and to punish offenders.” Other Sydney silks saw the primary goals of corporate law enforcement as being to “improve corporate morality” and to “deal with abuses of limited liability.” Like a number of judges, some barristers saw it as being important that the privilege of incorporation was not abused. However, sanctions were rarely given much emphasis by senior counsel. The principal purposes of corporate law enforcement were generally seen in terms of the maintenance of boundaries and standards and the protection of the assets of shareholders and creditors. As a Melbourne silk noted, the purpose of corporate law enforcement was “erecting boundaries to ensure that lines are drawn beyond which those with shareholder’s money should not go above or below. He added, “if you transgress, it should be seen that there is a penalty to pay.” More commonly, corporate law enforcement was seen in facilitative terms of providing “a statutory framework for the economy to function” (Brisbane QC), and creating “a stable and certain environment in which business can operate effectively” (Adelaide QC). Thus, whilst most senior barristers would agree that the maintenance of honesty in relation to the corporation was important, few placed great stress upon a heavy reliance on the criminal law in achieving this goal. Perhaps this is because most of those interviewed were primarily civil and not criminal lawyers, but this view is consistent with the views held by judges and senior lawyers practising in larger law firms.

The Large Law Firm Perspective

If one turns to those practitioners with the greatest degree of expertise in the area of corporate law, the partners in the large commercial law firms around Australia, the perception of corporate law enforcement as a mechanism for setting boundaries for ethical conduct with a view to creating investor and creditor confidence in regard to corporations becomes even more apparent. At the same time, there is a strong view that the corporate form should not be abused, especially to the disadvantage of creditors. As one Canberra corporate lawyer noted, the goal of corporate law enforcement is “to develop a system that the public can have faith in; to ensure that a corporate entity is not being used as a vehicle for nefarious conduct and to prevent people being able to stand behind the corporate veil.” Market confidence in corporations was stressed time and again as a basic purpose of corporate law. As a Sydney based partner of a national firm noted, the purpose of corporate law enforcement “is to ensure that investors have confidence in the probity of our markets and that the safety of investors is not prejudiced.” Whilst it was often said that honesty in corporate life was important and that this should be sought to be achieved “to the extent that you can” (Sydney partner), others saw honest directors as being the principal victims of corporate law enforcement. As one Sydney based corporate lawyer exclaimed, “the law basically penalises the honest”. Consequently, many were content with existing corporations laws and did not see the need for more law reform. Moreover, corporations law was seen as merely setting the “outer boundaries or limits of commercial morality to deal with unacceptable conduct” so that within these boundaries “breaches of the law should best be dealt with by the private parties themselves.”
Basically, then, the establishment of a framework or a system of boundaries was seen as a fundamental purpose of corporate law enforcement, but the basic purposes of this were explained in facilitative terms, such as the facilitation of the "aggregation of capital" (Melbourne national law firm partner), "improving the manner in which the corporate practice is conducted in, it is not a punishment or morals thing" (Brisbane national firm partner); the maintenance of "minimum standards of commercial practice" (Melbourne law firm partner); "the regulation of corporate activities and not the prosecution of people" (Brisbane national firm partner); "to ensure that business can function effectively by creating an environment of confidence and trust" (Adelaide law firm partner) and "to effect a structure and a framework within which the orderly business of the community can be undertaken in the hope that investors can expect that the outer parameters can be respected" (Melbourne law firm partner). Fairly typical of this group, a Brisbane law firm partner saw the goals of corporate law enforcement in the following terms:

"I would see it as being to facilitate business being done well and properly. It is not a retribution system, except in so far as is necessary to instil confidence."

Thus, for the corporate law partners of larger law firms, corporate law enforcement is again rarely seen in punitive or criminological terms but rather tends to be seen in facilitative terms, as a means of creating market confidence and ensuring that business operates smoothly. This is clearly consistent with the civil law paradigm which dominates this area of law.

The Perceptions of Liquidators

In contrast, liquidators and accountants in large firms dealing with corporations in distress have a less benign approach to corporate misconduct than do large law firm lawyers, largely because the former probably see many more examples of the worst types of corporate conduct. Many liquidators do speak in terms of achieving deterrence with corporate law enforcement, or as one Adelaide based liquidator observed unsympathetically, the goal of corporate law enforcement was "to keep the bastards honest". However, even amongst this group it was said that "an overriding consideration is to have efficient capital markets. If the markets are not run honestly they are not run efficiently" (Sydney big six accounting firm partner). As a well known Sydney liquidator also put it, a goal of corporate law enforcement was "to enforce and direct corporate behaviour." He added: "when I say that, I am talking about a commercial climate with its own ethics and morality in which the law must reinforce the better end of these ethics." Similarly, a liquidator in a Melbourne liquidation practice thought that the goal of corporate law enforcement was "primarily to create an environment of trust and a corporate environment in which corporations can operate for the purpose of taking risks to achieve economic gain."
The Regulatory Perspective

It was tempting for many of those in the ASC to see the primary goals of corporate law enforcement in terms of the ASC's own corporate or bureaucratic goals and its mission statement. The more experienced corporate regulatory officials had no difficulties in conceptualising the ASC's role in traditional policing terms. A more relaxed view was given by an experienced corporate regulator who saw the goals of corporate law enforcement as being "to obtain compliance with the law, it is a policing role." However, he went on to balance this by adding that this could be reduced to "getting proper standards and self regulatory regimes and providing support and assistance in the establishment of regulatory organisations." Another ASC officer, a lawyer, stated that although there was a real lack of focus in the goals of corporate law enforcement, "the primary aim can only be to bring into the fore an efficient market place where you have honest participation so that the players are not prejudiced." Another senior regulatory official, with experience in private practice, noted that the meaning of corporate law enforcement was far from straight forward. This official saw the goals of enforcement in this area as being "to ensure fair and proper markets so that the risks are only proper business risks and not wide risks." Another ASC lawyer summarised the goals of corporate law enforcement as follows:

"It is all to do with the credibility, integrity and efficiency of the markets. This is the ultimate goal and all else has to feed from this, including punishment and retribution."

Sometimes this was seen as requiring the existence of:

"flexibility to allow the black letter of the law to be modified and to allow a commercial result to be achieved, which a strict application of the law would not allow."

The creation of an efficient and credible market were often seen as keys to the ASC's regulatory stance. Once again this illustrates the dominance of a market facilitation approach to corporate law enforcement. One senior Canberra legal official observed that:

"Corporate law enforcement means different things to different people. In the strict sense it is keeping the corporate marketplace clean to ensure confidence."

This goal was expressed by one regional commissioner of the ASC as ensuring "that capitalism works properly; to ensure that people will have confidence in corporations to create a market for shares." Another experienced regulator also saw the goals of corporate law enforcement as being primarily economic in nature. As he put it, this was "to enable the community to make the most efficient use of the corporate form." Another senior corporate regulator observed that the goal of corporate law enforcement had to be:
"The creation of a commercial climate where certainty and investor confidence are fostered for the efficient use of capital and the resources of the community as a whole."

Others saw corporate law enforcement as a means of reinforcing tendencies and values already in the marketplace. Thus, one senior regulator saw the goals of enforcement as being “to support the ethical, the honest and the moral and to make being good worthwhile.” Another senior regulator also emphasised the effect of enforcement on attitudes when he added that the goal was “to make the market a self regulating one so that... [the commercial community]... know not to overstep the line.”

It is interesting to contrast the perspective of Trade Practices Commission officials with that of those in the ASC. The Trade Practices Commission is another corporate regulatory agency with many similarities to the ASC, although the former is a much smaller agency with a somewhat narrower legislative mission. Those in the TPC have obviously had considerably more time to refine that agency’s enforcement strategies and to apply these. Thus, one TPC officer saw the primary goals of corporate law enforcement as being the achievement of “long term compliance.” Another TPC official expressed this goal in terms of achieving “a broader ranging compliance with relevant legislation and with accepted norms.” Expressed more metaphorically, another experienced TPC officer saw the purposes of corporate law enforcement as:

“the maintenance of a framework for corporations, not as a leash, but as a fence, by drawing the outer limits and, inside it, encouraging vigorous competition between enterprises.”

A goal of market facilitation such as this may, however, sometimes be at odds with the goal of prosecuting individual cases.

In contrast, the Australian Stock Exchange has different corporate regulatory goals. For one senior officer of that body, the aim of corporate law enforcement was to achieve “disclosure, leading to an improvement in ethics.” Another ASX official saw a tension between the achievement of a number of goals. These were: “Firstly, protecting investors, fostering the economic efficiency of Australia, and containing economic power. Secondly, compliance with a set of standards.” The creation of commercial certainty was also emphasised by another ASX officer as being an important goal of corporate law enforcement.

The Prosecution Perspective

The functions and backgrounds of prosecutors are usually quite different from those of the other groups taking part in this study. Not surprisingly, prosecutors see the goals of corporate law enforcement in far starker terms than any other group. For example, unlike many of the private lawyers interviewed, they had little difficulty in relating corporate misconduct to other types of criminality or misconduct. Their views clearly placed corporate law enforcement in a wider criminal law context than that adopted by most other groups. As one Sydney Crown Prosecutor observed: “Why do we prosecute people? To preserve the
society in which we live in. It is the preservation of our society.” A Melbourne based prosecutor saw the role of corporate law enforcement as the regulation of commercial activity and the imposition of the criminal justice system to an area that previously has not been exposed to this. A senior Melbourne prosecutor saw the goal of corporate law enforcement as having “the same aims as the criminal law, namely, the regulation of fraud.”

Another prosecutor employed by a federal agency felt that there was some confusion in the community about the goals of corporate law enforcement. He added that “the honesty test is not unique to corporations law. It is a general phenomena as in 90% of [corporate law matters] you can draw a count under a State Crimes Act provision.” This approach was encapsulated in the response of another senior prosecutor who noted that the perception that one has of the goals of corporate law enforcement will depend upon the role that is given to the corporate regulator. He added that there was no doubt that “once fraud has been discovered it has to be dealt with as part of the criminal justice system as it is naive to just engage in proaction.”

Perceptions of the goals of corporate law enforcement

It is clear that there is a diversity of perceived goals of corporate law enforcement amongst professionals working in the broad area of corporate law. The clearest differences which were evident are between the views of corporate lawyers working in large law firms, on the one hand, and the views of prosecutors. For the former group, the facilitation of commerce and not the prosecution of offenders was clearly an underlying goal of corporate law enforcement. The group nearest to prosecutors are the liquidators, largely because they, like prosecutors, probably see what might be described as the worst instances of corporate failure. However, prosecutors clearly come from a different legal culture than do most other groups interviewed for this study. These different cultural patterns are most clearly evident from the fact that most of those interviewed felt that criminal law should have marginal significance in regard to corporate conduct and that much of Corporations Law should actually be decriminalised. There is clearly a dominant civil law culture which serves to moderate or deflect the impact of criminal law strategies in response to Corporations Law breaches. In contrast, prosecutors who are engaged in a broad range of criminal prosecution work see little difference between criminal conduct occurring in relation to corporations and other criminal conduct. This minority view is however, probably much closer to broad community expectations of the manner in which corporate law offenders should be dealt with. However, as will be seen later in this paper, this view is not consistent with a victims perspective of corporate crime and misconduct which is more concerned with compensation than with retribution.

It is useful to compare other fundamental differences in the cultures of corporate regulation and enforcement which were revealed by this study.
6. The Reactive-Proactive Regulation Dilemma

The appropriate regulatory mix between reactive and proactive enforcement strategies has been a subject of long standing debate within regulatory and other circles. Ultimately, this debate turns upon the best use that can be made of limited regulatory resources, as regulatory resources will obviously always be finite. Sometimes this debate may also be expressed in terms of the deterrent effect of different strategies, although this has rarely been uppermost in the minds of corporate law enforcement officers, although judges have been somewhat more conscious of this issue. It is useful to contrast agency and judicial views with those of private practitioners concerning the appropriate mix between these strategies.

The Agency Perspective

Most regulators acknowledged that the vast bulk of current corporate regulatory activity was reactive in nature, although there were perceived to be definitional problems concerning the distinction between the reactive and proactive strategies. The definitional issues involved in this area were repeatedly referred to. For example, one Trade Practices Commission official highlighted this definitional problem when he noted that "a lot of day to day Trade Practices Commission work with the public, if done properly, is proactive as we equip then with general principles. Proactive work is as high as 50% if you take this into account at the TPC." One very senior DPP official also pointed to this definitional problem when he noted that corporate law offences "... have a difficulty as to where you draw the line. The easiest thing is to regulate. The hard thing is to prosecute where there is serious fraud." He added that "if our authorities won't prosecute because there is no money, it leads to a law for the rich and a law for the poor." In the case of the Australian Securities Commission, one senior official near the top of that agency provided a breakdown of the allocation of resources within that body when he noted that:

"We divide the ASC budget into three: (1) the executive; (2) the information division; and (3) enforcement. Only the third is relevant here. The first and second consume 40% of the budget and the third consumes 60%. Of that 60% we spend over half (maybe 60% : 40% ) on proactive action. Also, we are just as often sued as we are the plaintiff. Someone has to pay for that."

Obviously, corporate regulators need to seriously engage in both forms of enforcement strategy. As one Adelaide based regulator explained, "there has to be a significant proactive component. You also have to make a reasonable assessment of the matters referred to you." However, the civil liberties aspect of proactive enforcement were also apparent to some regulators, as they were to judges. For example, one ASX lawyer noted that "the balance is not so much between being reactive or proactive, it is between being overly intrusive into civil liberties." He added that "it is always too late to be simply reactive. The ASC should not be heavily proactive, but there needs to be enough of it to ensure that there can't be a Chris Skase position."
There are wide divergences of viewpoint among regulators concerning the appropriate regulatory mix between reactive and proactive strategies. A senior ASC official thought that the mix should be "40% reactive and 60% proactive, but this is a matter of definition." A Trade Practices Commission official in Canberra thought that there should be mix of 80% reactive enforcement and 20% proactive enforcement. In contrast, an Australian Stock Exchange investigator thought that there should be a 50:50 mix between these two types of strategy. One Australian Securities Commission lawyer thought that, as "you get better results being proactive", the mix should be about 70% proactive and 30% reactive, although he believed that the reverse of this mix was actually occurring. An ASC regional commissioner also gave similar percentages when he said "I would be looking for seventy per cent proactive and thirty per cent reactive." He added that most ASC surveillance was now proactive.

In practice, a focus upon reactive enforcement is difficult to avoid. As one TPC official noted: "theory and practice are very different. The practical reality is phone ringing and people writing in, you will be reactive to external pressures." He added however, that any corporate regulating body needs to do some form of proactive work all the time." However, cost constraints will always inhibit the amount of proactive enforcement. As a senior state DPP official noted, "as an administrator you will always have resource problems. It would be ideal to have a considerable proactive posture. A proactive role which did not inhibit the proper function of markets is acceptable." Another perceptive opinion was offered by a very experienced corporate regulator in Melbourne who observed that:

"The reactive aspect of enforcement is determined for you by external forces. It is better to nip things in the bud if you can, you inform the market by so doing. There is a resource issue here. It is not good to run the ASC with entrenched large investigatory teams. It is better to have private sector hit squads and to pass on the costs. All government regulators are by nature reactive."

The case for proactive corporate law enforcement was nevertheless a strong one, where this could be implemented. One senior TPC official argued that corporate law enforcement:

"... is going to be vastly more efficient and effective where problems are spotted earlier. There is a real role of partnership with the community and business groups. By focusing on network building and liaison you get a lot of information about what is happening, such as by favouring more targeted intervention, like cease and desist orders. Selective intervention pays huge dividends."

The educative aspects of proactive corporate regulation were emphasised by a number of officials. One state ASX official painted a stark picture of the regulatory environment, noting that one aspect of the role of the ASX was to:

"help to inform companies, as people are pretty ignorant. There is a reactive ingredient here, but there is a need to educate people rather than play policeman. There is a good percentage that are dishonest. At
the bottom are the idiots and in the middle are those who are just ignorant and have no idea of what the ASX is about. Consequently, you need to be more proactive than reactive."

Despite a desire to be more proactive, there are perceived to be substantial obstacles facing greater proactive activity upon the part of corporate regulatory agencies. These difficulties were well explained by a senior ASC official who observed that:

"There is no question about the desire of the ASC to be more proactive rather than reactive. But I see that the ASC has been incredibly inhibited from doing so by the complexity of the laws and the obligations put on the ASC to make the law work by reacting to exemptions and modifications and the incredible burden of administrative law and the appeals system which stifles the ASC from being proactive."

Another factor limiting the extent of proactive activity is the amount of expertise available to the ASC. One prosecutor in Melbourne thought that the ASC was "not up to proactive methods as competence is lacking." He added that "some ASC people are less than useful, as the Estate Mortgage case illustrated." In this regard, an ASX official also noted that "one of the difficulties in Australia is that there is not the depth or continuity of experience in the ASC as some inoffensive responsibility becomes offensive in the hands of people who don't have much business experience." Similarly, a corporate prosecutor in Brisbane supported a more proactive stance, but added that "for any regulator, proactive programs are very difficult. In the case of ASC personnel, there could be more training and experience."

The cost of proactive policing was also frequently emphasised as an inhibiting factor. As one prosecutor in Brisbane summarised this problem: "the only problem is that if the cost is a factor, it is difficult to be proactive if you are snowed under with reactions." Measuring the success of proactive enforcement is another difficulty. This was referred to by one ASC regional commissioner who observed that:

"It is hard to measure the success of the things that you do proactively. What performance indicator is there for proactive actions? You can measure activity but not effectiveness. It is hard to be proactive in some areas of law... In different states there are different levels of resources, but small matters in a small state, if reported nationally, can have a wider effect."

The Judicial Perspective

Judges around Australia were sharply divided about the desirability of a more intrusive regulatory approach by the state, through proactive enforcement, in the activities of the corporation. Many, however, saw the value of a limited proactive role for corporate regulatory agencies, provided that they were adequately funded to pursue such a role. Of those judges who were cautious
about a more proactive regulatory stance, the following comment by a New South Wales Supreme Court judge is typical of the predominant attitude of judicial caution on this matter:

“In general terms it is desirable that there be rules so that people will know what will be the result [if rules are breached]. However, if you give regulatory authorities too much power it prejudices rules. It is very hard to say what the mix should be although there is some merit in random checks to keep people on their toes.”

A judge from the same Court also warned that there was “not much hope of the ASC being proactive” and that instead “it should be an avenging angel when things go wrong - It should be an enforcement agency.” An Adelaide based Supreme Court judge expressed similar sentiments when he cautioned that: “it is very difficult for [the ASC] to be proactive without jeopardising the financial or general standing of a corporation.” A Queensland Supreme Court judge said that he was “against a proactive policy as it generally doesn’t work.” He added that the ASC “should react to the cases they hear about.” Similarly, another senior Queensland judge noted that he would “… perceive very serious difficulties if the government assumes responsibility for aggressive intervention more than now occurs. Predominantly, they should be reactive.”

On the other hand, some judges pointed to the failure of reactive enforcement and, as one experienced Victorian Supreme Court judge put it:

“Proactive activities should get more of their resources because if you follow a reactive approach, by then the horse has bolted... A lot of this could have been foreseen (as with the Estate Mortgage case)... However, a reaction did not occur until Estate Mortgage collapsed.”

A District Court judge in New South Wales similarly urged:

“I am inclined to favour a concept of attempting regulation rather than waiting for things to happen... I am a great believer in ‘little prosecutions’, that is, minor regulation. The ASC should be constantly up their backs for minor matters. The fact of that supervision has its own enforcement effect.”

A magistrate in Brisbane also thought that “there should be more proactive activity” by corporate regulatory authorities. Similarly, a Federal Court judge thought that:

“The days have gone when corporate watch-dogs can only be reactive. It must be proactive, it is hard to put a percentage on the level of this. If you can shut the door on the past, the ASC should be mainly proactive as to be eighty per cent reactive is a confession of failure.”

Financial constraints facing regulatory agencies were frequently alluded to by judges as a reason for the lack of a greater level of proactive regulatory activity. As a Victorian Supreme Court judge noted: “the only reason the NCSC didn’t do its job was because the Commonwealth didn’t give it the money. The ASC is not
different, but it now has the money from the Commonwealth. Obviously it has a proactive role and it should keep its eye on things like prospectuses." Similarly, a Chief Justice added that he "would not accept that the CAC's were mainly reactive as resources were an issue." A Melbourne magistrate also remarked in this context that "you get used to the expression 'there is not enough money.'"

Some judges urged that greater use ought to be made of preventative and educational strategies rather than responding to breaches after they have occurred. For example, a Supreme Court judge in Sydney expressed this sentiment, saying that "in the longer term you can do more with preventative rather than curative strategies. The positive side would be better in the long term." A Melbourne magistrate also argued that it "is helpful to have education as a proactive approach."

The Practitioner Perspective

Practitioners, whether large law firm lawyers, liquidators or barristers were suspicious of purely proactive strategies and preferred to see an emphasis on reactive modes of corporate law enforcement, although most acknowledged that there had to be some proactive enforcement. One reason for this was explained by a liquidator in Canberra who observed that corporate law enforcement should be mainly "... reactive, because you try to get people to conduct themselves in a proper manner voluntarily as it all comes back to individuals having a good attitude. The majority of offences are small so we need a good attitude." However, a partner in a large Sydney law firm warned that if enforcement "... is purely reactive it won't work as it will always be catching up after the event. It is important to have people like Hartnell involved so they can anticipate rather than react." On the other hand, a Melbourne partner in a national law firm was opposed to proactive methods as was evident from his blunt observation that "if you favour a police state you will favour more proactivity. If you favour our rights and activities you will say, 'not a bit.'"

Insolvency practitioners were more likely than other private practitioners to push the case for greater proactive enforcement, but this was probably due to the fact that they tended to see cases only after the company has collapsed or was in difficulties. However, even with insolvency practitioners, there were those who opposed greater use of proactive methods, such as the Adelaide based liquidator who observed that he would not like the ASC to be "... too intrusive, as it might be after the wrong people as they are easier targets to hit." Similarly, a Melbourne lawyer in a national law firm suggested that proactive enforcement "penalises the honest." A Brisbane partner in a national law firm expressed the view that "proactive enforcement has to be reasonable as there is an awful lot of interference in companies."

The limits of proactive enforcement were highlighted by a Canberra based corporate lawyer who thought that:

"It is desirable to be proactive, but the reality is that it gets into all sorts of trouble with pragmatic restraints, like the skill and resources you
have available. Therefore, within certain limits it ought to be proactive.”

Similar cautious support for proactive enforcement in this area was given by a corporate lawyer who remarked that the ASC should be proactive because, if “the ASC is not proactive, there would be a great danger that the Commission will always be patching holes after the horse has bolted.” One reason for this caution was the commonly expressed view that the ASC was not a policing agency but a regulatory one. Another criticism of proactive policies was that they often led to injustice, as a partner in a large Adelaide law firm suggested. That practitioner added that “the number of gung-ho proactive actions which fail is alarming. I have no confidence in the ability of the ASC to get it right.” On the other hand, another view is that proactive enforcement may have positive consequences. As a Melbourne law firm partner observed, “my clients might not like me for saying so, but proactive enforcement creates a productive tension when you get a call from the ASC. They resent it at first but it creates a useful tension.”

Barristers, especially those from Sydney, were particularly suspicious of the use of proactive corporate law enforcement by the ASC. For example, a Sydney Queen’s Council noted that the balance between proactive and reactive enforcement will depend upon the area involved because:

“... on certain kinds of conduct it is impossible to be proactive without being thought police. In other areas, for example, in regard to capital markets where there is unlikely to be a complainer, the ASC needs to take a proactive stance.”

Another Sydney silk doubted that proactive enforcement could be taken very far when he observed that he was “...not sure that there is much of a role for the ASC in proactive work but there is room for education.” However, another QC said that he was “suspicious of purely reactive strategies as they are a cop-out for dealing with the hard cases.” Another QC saw “a danger of being bureaucratic in proactiveness.” On the other hand, a Brisbane Queen’s Council thought that “the reactive approach just encourages the public service to shuffle paper.”

There was a general reluctance upon the part of barristers to accept the ASC operating as a corporate policeman using proactive enforcement methods. This led one Sydney QC to suggest that if the ASC was to be proactive this role should be limited, for example, to the issuing of guidelines. To some extent the style of proactive enforcement adopted by the NCSC during the 1980s led to the view that proactive enforcement was questionable. As another Sydney Queen’s Counsel concluded, “proactive law has been discredited. It is difficult to see how the ASC can be anything other than reactive, except in so far as it sets out standards.”

However, an Adelaide based QC argued that the ASC should be “mainly proactive as to be reactive is to be too late to have any sensible impact on people in charge of the corporation.” Another Adelaide based QC saw the enforcement problem as not being a matter of whether the ASC was reactive or proactive, but rather the manner in which the Commission deals with matters. As he explained:

38
They are reactive, slow, cumbersome and unwieldy. If they are to be effective, they have to speed up the process. Those that the ASC deals with have good advisers and are cunning and have resources. The down-side of the ASC joining a civil case is always too great. They want to move more carefully and document things to cover themselves. They do not select their staff for this very well. The right mix is very important for the current system to work. The sanction has to be applied at the right time and place to be effective. The real skills for this are in the private profession.

The need for timely and sufficiently harsh reactive approaches to corporate law enforcement by the ASC was also stressed by other practitioners. Some went on to argue that there ought to be more proactivity if resources permitted and that, to assist in this regard, the ASC should seek to attract better staff from the private sector, such as through staff exchanges with private firms.

A number of Melbourne silks were also critical of the effects of reactive corporate law enforcement. One experienced criminal barrister observed that one of "the great failures of the 1980s was the failure to be proactive. Invariably the prosecution took place after the collapse." This QC added that when reactive methods were used, "invariably it is too late to get the assets or collect evidence as it does not exist any longer. It gives them a long lead time to dispose of the assets so that you can't touch them. Reaction should be the last resort." Similarly, another Melbourne Queen's Counsel who had wide commercial experience remarked that:

"having regard to what happened in the past, there is an obligation on regulators to be proactive; what if there had been an investigation before the balloon went up in some cases. Reaction just hasn't worked. The problem is at what point in time does regulation become proactive. The ASC should be doing what the ASX does when it asks for information."

A similar view was adopted by another Melbourne QC who said boldly: "I believe in proactive law enforcement. We can't afford to wait until shareholders lose their money. At the end of the day you can only go so far with proactive methods; you have to deal with transgressors." However, another Melbourne silk, with considerable commercial experience, cautioned that "realistically, it is hard to be anything but reactive. It is a question of when and how you react as it will always be last year's problem you are dealing with." Brisbane Queen's Counsel adopted similar views to those of their Melbourne counterparts, generally supporting greater resort to proactive corporate law enforcement methods. As one Brisbane based Queen's Counsel, for example, said:

"There should be more proactive action taken than was the case in the past. Previously it was totally inadequate. It is important to be proactive. You shouldn't be able to buy your way out of crime simply because it occurs in a corporate environment."

There was however a recognition upon the part of practitioners that, as a Sydney lawyer put it, "the nature of any regulatory body is such that they are forced to be
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primarily reactive.” He added that “they are forced to react due to political and other pressures.” A Melbourne based law partner also noted that the ASC “cannot be too proactive as it is too costly and stifling.” He added that “law enforcement is always mainly reactive.” Such sentiments were expressed by other practitioners. However, the practical difficulties facing proactive enforcement cannot be ignored. These were nicely expressed by a former regulator, who now worked in a large law firm, when he observed that the ASC:

“... will always have more in the in-tray on the reactive side than they can cope with, such as liquidators’ reports...They only deal with the worst of these. There is a need for a proactive unit in the market place to ensure market integrity; listening to people, listening to gossip so you know when to start a proactive inquiry. These two classes of people will not mix well in the organisation. They therefore need a different criterion for success...”

The level of regulatory proactivity was sometimes seen to depend upon the nature of the company and the nature of the area. For example, a partner in a national law firm thought that proactive enforcement was more appropriate in regard to public companies than private companies, except where creditors are prejudiced. A partner in a leading Melbourne law firm also thought that the answer to the proactive-reactive question would depend on the area that you are talking about. He thought that regulators “have to be proactive in terms of prospectus breaches but less so in takeovers as there are plenty of people able to argue all sides of the argument.” However, he added that he was “...not sure that the ASC are able to understand the thing until it has been in the market for a while due to the ASC’s lack of expertise. A Brisbane Queen’s Counsel also pointed out that resort to proactive strategies of enforcement would “depend on whether you are dealing with deliberate criminality, such a major fraud, or acts which are minor or not part of a systematic breach of the law. There is more scope for proactive strategies in the latter than the former type of case.”

Clearly, once again, there is a wide diversity of views about the corporate law enforcement mix available to the ASC. Certain views tended to be more commonly held among some groups or in some locations, suggesting the influence of sub-cultural or peer group pressures in fashioning the nature of acceptable regulatory conduct. These various groups constitute what might be called the constituency of corporation law in Australia, as they have a continuing involvement in this area of law and its administration. Consequently, the views and prejudices held by this constituency are important factors in making this body of law and its administration effective and in fashioning their real character. However, despite the reservations expressed by some of those interviewed for this study, there seems to be considerable scope for greater use of non-intrusive proactive regulatory strategies. The use of such strategies provides a further reason for avoiding a heavy reliance upon the criminal prosecution process in dealing with corporate law breaches, especially where these may have occurred some time ago.
7. According Priority to Civil over Criminal Actions

As we have seen, 1992 saw the debate concerning the priority given by the ASC to civil actions over criminal prosecutions come to a head. Although this debate was resolved by a formal political directive that priority was to be given to criminal matters where matters of corporate criminality arose, there is still a widespread recognition that according priority to civil matters is generally a more pragmatic and efficient use of limited regulatory resources, especially in areas where issues of proof are likely to cause significant problems for the prosecution. Interviewees in this study were asked whether they supported a regulatory strategy which favoured civil over criminal actions in regard to Corporations Law breaches.

The typical response was once again to support a regulatory emphasis upon civil actions rather than criminal proceedings. Often this was subject to some qualifications. It tended to be said that an emphasis on civil actions was “sensible tactically” (Canberra law firm partner); “partly a question of resources” (Sydney law firm partner); “by and large a sound move as it is the best way the ASC can get results” (Sydney law firm partner); “it is rational to do this, but there are difficulties where a company is insolvent” (Adelaide judge). A similar view was expressed by a South Australian Supreme Court judge who said that:

“Yes, a civil remedy is best. It has all happened already, that is the money has already gone. A civil remedy is quicker, there is a lower burden of proof and you have better evidence gathering by private people who know what they are doing…”

There was a view held by many professionals that it was inappropriate to imprison too many corporate offenders. As one liquidator, who supported priority being given to civil over criminal actions, said, “we should not be filling gaols with white collar people; it’s not the only penalty.” However, others believed that it is difficult to generalise and that each case should be looked at on a case by case basis.

Those who supported giving priority to civil over criminal proceedings generally took the view that it was important to preserve the assets and return funds to shareholders. For example, one Crown Prosecutor thought that the focus upon civil actions has “an obvious attraction as people just want to know where their money went and how to get it back.” This point was put a little differently by a large law firm partner in Adelaide who supported the focus upon civil actions “... because the parties who are hurt most are creditors and shareholders.” He added that “putting someone in gaol only frustrates the liquidator’s task.” However, merely appointing a receiver may be an inadequate civil action because, as one liquidator explained, the receiver “... will ultimately close the corporation down, shareholders will lose money and people will be out of a job.”

A law partner in a large Melbourne firm also thought that “there is a lot of merit... [in the use of civil actions], but the booty should go back to the shareholders.” Similarly, an experienced Trade Practices Commission official thought that the use of civil actions was:
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"... a rational strategy, because if there is a realistic opportunity to gain a civil remedy that attacks the motive for the wrongdoing and reduces its profitability, this provides a real sanction."

A District Court judge in New South Wales also saw the focus upon civil actions as being a "realistic" strategy. He added that "it is about time we looked at the victims of corporate crime, that is, those who have lost their money."

Of course, prosecutors were generally concerned that a focus upon civil cases at the expense of criminal prosecutions for corporate offences could lead to a different treatment of offenders in different areas of the law. This approach was based on a wider public policy view on corporate law enforcement which gave priority to recovery of funds or damages. As a senior DPP official expressed this point, "we can't afford to have one law for one person and then a different law for the rest of us." This is in part a question of community expectations. As a senior enforcement officer with the Trade Practices Commission also noted: "the ASC has far more flexibility with the civil approach than we have, but it is a question of whether it satisfies the community."

It should be noted that the debate about the use of civil or criminal actions has tended to be reduced to an argument about dichotomies. However, this makes a number of assumptions. One of these questionable assumptions is that the civil-criminal action distinction is always a clear cut one. The fact that many offences have both types of remedies attached to them has distorted the picture and, as with the old insolvent trading provisions in § 592, has led some Courts to be reluctant to impose civil remedies due to the implications which this may have for subsequent criminal actions. Furthermore, it can be argued that a focus upon this dichotomy may see civil and criminal proceedings as alternates, rather than as potentially parallel actions. This was a point made by a senior DPP official who observed that these procedures "go hand in hand and are not alternatives." He added that the ASC had "major budgetary problems with prosecutions as they locked themselves into having to go to the Department of Finance for prosecutions."

Barristers tended to favour the use of criminal remedies for corporate law breaches. For example, a Sydney Queen's Counsel thought that although an emphasis upon civil actions might be "a necessary evil", he went on to stress that "the ASC's role is to enforce the law without regard to monetary consequences." Similarly, an Adelaide Queen's Counsel stated it was "... an abrogation of responsibility for the regulator to leave it for the parties to fight it out and enforce the Corporations Law, unless the parties were happy with this." A Melbourne criminal law barrister also argued that "shonky directors like nothing more than to hear that the ASC will concentrate on civil recovery; but gaol is something that people worry about."

However, it was also argued that the civil-criminal priorities debate was to some extent unrealistic because, as one Sydney law firm partner explained: "the ASC has tended to wash its hands of things that are too hard." Another Sydney corporate lawyer also noted that the ASC "did not have a huge number of 'runs on the board' with civil or criminal actions." Another problem with the focus upon civil actions for corporate law breaches was that the results of such actions
were not communicated to the general public. As one Sydney Queen's Counsel, who supported the use of civil actions, explained "... a lot of this [ASC] strategy is good, but it failed as a public relations exercise as there were no results."

One senior official in the Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department acknowledged that a focus on civil cases "may be the most practical course of action", even though he thought that such an approach was wrong in principle. A small minority of practitioners also opposed giving priority to civil actions. Thus, a lawyer in one Canberra firm noted:

"... people have to learn it is not on. You can't do it in the name of the company and get away with it just because it is a corporation. We have to have swift civil remedies, but you can't leave it there."

Obviously, this debate has someway further to run. Although most would agree that criminal remedies should be used for the more serious cases, determining what these serious cases are is far from being clear. For the remainder of cases there seems to be a de facto acceptance of the need to give priority to civil actions, to some extent for pragmatic reasons, but also because of a genuinely held belief that civil actions are more suited to dealing with corporate law breaches. This once again reflects the dominance of a civil law culture in the formulation of regulatory responses to corporate law breaches.

8. Making Greater Use of Civil rather than Criminal Penalties

If one turns away from the priorities of the ASC and looks generally at the use of civil and criminal penalties, a slightly different picture emerges. The Corporate Law Reform Act 1992 introduced the concept of the civil penalty order for breaches of certain provisions, such as s 232(2), (4), (5) and (6) of the Corporations Law. Pursuant to s 1317EA of the Law, the court is now empowered to prohibit a person from managing a corporation and/or to impose a pecuniary penalty of up to $200,000 upon that person. Apart from penalty orders, a large number of other civil remedies are of course also available under the Corporations Law.

Those interviewed for this study were also asked if greater use should be made of civil rather than criminal penalties for corporate law offences. Some of the arguments in favour of such an approach are set out below.

Firstly, problems of proof were an important reason for the preference for civil penalties. As an Attorney-General's Department official stated, he preferred this option "due to difficulties in proving criminal cases in Australia". The complexity of corporate law cases was seen as an additional barrier to successful criminal prosecutions. A Supreme Court judge in Sydney supported the use of civil penalties "due to the difficulty of proving complicated matters beyond reasonable doubt." He added that, "if money can be got at, the availability of civil remedies would be better."

Secondly, and related to the first point, was the widespread view that the criminal justice system was a poor mechanism for dealing with corporate law offences. For example, a leading ASX official took the view that "the criminal [justice] system is close to unworkable." One reason for this was the perceived
reluctance of the courts to convict white collar or corporate offenders. As one Sydney government lawyer explained: “people in suits are usually not seen as candidates for gaol.” An Adelaide law firm partner was also critical of the attitudes of the courts in corporate criminal cases, saying that “they are too cautious in sending people to gaol for white collar offences; and then there are the evidentiary problems.”

The complexity of criminal trials was also a matter of concern to some prosecutors. One experienced Crown prosecutor observed:

“Looking back over the years and the frustrations we have had and the length of time involved in finishing criminal matters, civil remedies have greater utility, but the criminal provision should not be forgotten due to its deterrent effect.”

A Federal Court judge also supported greater use of civil remedies as “it is too difficult to prosecute under the current system.” He added that “it depends upon the offence and upon which court and from whom you extract the penalties.” A Brisbane lawyer in a large firm supported the use of civil actions “because criminal offences are not prosecuted as it is too difficult and too expensive.” He added that he would “rather achieve something rather than nothing.”

Thirdly, the availability of compensation in civil proceedings made them more attractive than criminal proceedings where a fine might go to the state. However, one Sydney barrister warned that there had to be funds remaining to make the use of civil penalties worthwhile. This was a very common qualification to this answer. Nevertheless, where there are funds available, another experienced Queen’s Counsel noted that “the one thing a villain doesn’t like is to be deprived of ill gotten gains, to account and pay interest.” A similar view was expressed by a well known Sydney liquidator who observed that “a civil win can be more hurtful than a criminal win if you pick your mark.” In South Australia, where some efforts were made to apply criminal penalties to corporate law offenders, one regulator reflected upon this experience and added that “it is more appropriate to go down the civil road as we denied ourselves one aspect of enforcement, that is, denying the individual the fruits of his wrongdoing as little was done to recover these.”

Fourthly, civil penalties were preferred due to the view that criminal proceedings should only be used in cases of misappropriation, fraud or deceit. One Canberra lawyer noted that if the offence “happens in the ordinary course of business, it should not be a criminal law matter, meaning that civil penalties should apply.” Similarly, a Sydney Queen’s Counsel saw particular merit in civil actions in respect of “innocent but negligent breaches.” Another Sydney Queen’s Counsel reported that “there is concern about the inappropriateness of the present penal system for dealing with corporate crime.” Again, a Sydney corporate lawyer urged that the criminal law should be “reserved for gross acts of dishonesty.” He added that “people should not be made criminally liable just for bad business decisions.”
Fifthly, it was said that it was better to make an offender personally liable. As a law partner in a large Canberra law firm noted, “to make a person personally accountable is more productive; for example, in terms of restitution.”

Sixthly, and finally, the view was sometimes put that civil penalty proceedings were to be preferred due to the fact that they may be quicker in producing results. One DPP official noted that “the advantage of civil proceedings is that in theory it may be possible to respond more quickly, but mostly you shut the gate after the horse has bolted.” However, one ASC regional commissioner remarked that he was “not sure that civil remedies will be quicker.” Nevertheless, where civil proceedings could be expeditiously brought, one Adelaide Queen’s Counsel observed that:

“Civil law remedies produce better outcomes. In the civil law we should try to find a quick review of decisions. In cases involving large corporations the criminal law only gives a sense of vengeance and not much money. So, it is better to focus on civil law. The role of the criminal law is to have sanctions sufficient to allow regulatory authorities to get the information they want. The real problem is not the really dishonest people but the zealot-type decisions of management and the board which are not in the interests of shareholders. Civil law is best to attack this, but this has to be done quickly.”

A Federal Court judge also noted that “civil remedies have the advantage of flexibility and speed in the court.” He added that “if there is a morally serious wrong it is a proper subject for criminal enforcement.” However, where this line was to be drawn was not always clear. As one senior DPP official noted, “there is a cut off point somewhere, but it is a question of fixing it.” A New South Wales Supreme Court judge also believed that civil actions had the advantage of speed and the availability of more potential plaintiffs, although he added that “the public is appalled by the amount of matter which is not being dealt with.”

The speed and flexibility which the use of civil remedies provided was often emphasised by Trade Practices Commission officials. One such official observed:

“Often you can get quicker results by taking civil actions. Fines are finite but damages may not be. You have much greater flexibility with civil actions, they can be extended much further to cover other areas and you can control the result of a civil action more than you can do with a criminal action.”

On the other hand, many of those who disagreed with the proposition that greater use should be made of civil penalties thought that the use of such penalties should go hand in hand with the use of criminal penalties. As one leading Sydney barrister observed:

“Much greater use should be made of civil penalties, but it doesn’t follow that less use be made of criminal remedies. Civil remedies are essential, but fear of gaol is a powerful sanction.”
A regulator made a similar point when he observed:

"I was never bitten by a Crimes Act when I was young, so I don't view it with suspicion. You must use both. When the money is gone there is no point in talking about civil remedies. But the most effect is gained by bringing civil actions in a timely manner."

This is not to say that the use of criminal penalties needs to be widespread to achieve the goals of deterrence. This point was well made by a Victorian Queen's Counsel who observed that:

"There should be greater use of criminal penalties as it will wipe it out. Putting three fellows in gaol will get you a generation of peace, as occurred with the ATO. Criminal sanctions only deter the middle and upper classes who have something to lose by gaol."

Another difficulty with resort to civil actions involves the finding of the funds to support such actions. This was a problem which was especially real for liquidators and accountants. As one accountant in a large Sydney firm of accountants remarked: "I have some difficulties with civil actions, as who draws the cheque?" Similarly an Adelaide insolvency partner in a large accounting firm noted that "the trouble with [civil actions] is that it is the liquidators and creditors who bring these and they don't have the funds, so they run out of puff." The problem of funding civil actions is really a crucial one, especially if information is not readily available to support such actions. This is a matter which was dealt with extensively elsewhere in this study. However, the ASC is in a position to provide information to assist such civil litigation.

Also, a Supreme Court judge added that "the trouble with civil remedies is that those who really milked the company have had advice and shielded their assets." He went on to ask: "Do you really win either way?" This sense of frustration was echoed by a Victorian County Court judge who observed:

"This is the big question. We have to do something and do it differently from the way we were doing it in the past. Most of the scallywags of the 1980s will get away with it as it is too expensive to prosecute them in the traditional way. It does nothing to bolster public confidence in the administration of justice if it appears that corporations can expiate wrongdoing by paying a sum of money, unless this is enormous."

The above discussion largely confirms the suspicion of the DPP that civil remedies will generally be preferred where sufficient funds remain to justify such an action being undertaken. Short of the availability of such funds, it is likely that little will occur, except in very serious and clear-cut corporate criminal cases. However, as we have seen, very few of these cases are actually simple or clear-cut, with the consequence that there is a tendency to see criminal remedies as too difficult to impose.
9. The Deterrent Effect of Imprisonment

The 1992 debate between the Commonwealth DPP, Michael Rozenes, and the ASC Chairman, Tony Hartnell, was premised in part upon the perceived effects of the threat of imprisonment. Certainly the DPP saw this as an important deterrent to corporate law offences. There were mixed views amongst those interviewed for this study concerning this matter, with some experienced barristers taking a very different view from that expressed by Michael Rozenes. For example, as noted earlier, one Queen’s Counsel said that “the one thing a villain doesn’t like is to be deprived of ill gotten gains, to account and pay interest.” Whilst imprisonment was seen as a real concern, this was so only if there was a good reason to fear this. The main fears were seen to be the stigma associated with imprisonment and the interference that prison would have with an offender’s business career. However, as one criminal lawyer pointed out, some do not fear prison at all because “if they can look to a business career and lifestyle after they get out, many are prepared to offend.”

While the fear of imprisonment may be significant for some individuals, it is obviously of no consequence for the corporation itself. Even with individuals, one Sydney lawyer suggested that corporate law offenders “fear bankruptcy more” than they fear imprisonment. Nevertheless, as one Canberra large firm lawyer noted “...if you are bankrupt you can still interact in the business community.” The fear of imprisonment seemed to be focussed upon the loss of reputation and position in the community and the fear of mixing with, as one corporate lawyer put it, “real criminals.” One Federal Court judge thought that the stigma of imprisonment was real as “few survive gaol, but a lot survive fines.” There is inadequate evidence from this study to draw any firm conclusions regarding the effect of imprisonment upon individual corporate offenders. This is compounded by the rarity of prison sentences being handed down in relation to corporations law offences. However, it is clear that there are a variety of alternative views which are widely held concerning the utility of imprisonment as a sanction for corporate law offences. Obviously, this is an area for further research as little systematically collected evidence is currently available.

10. The Perceived Failure of Corporate Litigation

There is a widespread perception that the number of civil and criminal actions in response to corporate law breaches has not been as high as might have been expected given the widespread corporate law abuses of the recent past. Those interviewed for this study were asked a number of questions concerning this matter and some reference to the answers received is appropriate in the light of the above discussion. The failure to successfully litigate cases involving breaches of Australian corporations laws have largely been attributed to the costs of bringing such actions and the evidentiary difficulties facing those bringing these cases.

One Canberra based large law firm partner pointed to a variety of reasons for this failure, such as the “destruction of records” by offenders and the establishment of corporate structures or transactions which made it “very difficult to follow up
later on.” A Queensland Supreme Court judge also noted that “where the matter is deliberately made complicated” the jury was inadequate in handling a complex commercial case.

A Sydney corporate lawyer blamed judges and regulators for the low level of legal action in Australia in relation to corporate crime or misconduct. He exclaimed:

“Judges always have regarded directors as somehow different. You could be an idiot so long as you are an honest idiot. There was always a lot of negotiation between regulators and companies which avoided prosecution because the evidentiary burden was too great. Regulators say, what is the point of spending $50,000 and using five ASC people for years and only getting a $10,000 fine.”

A senior Queen’s Counsel saw the lack of a successful pattern of legal actions for breaches of corporations law provisions as being due to the fact that an inadequate number of cases have been litigated. As he explained:

“It is a percentage business. If you are winning all your cases, you are not running enough cases, but if courts continually throw out prima facie cases, you are too gung ho. If you lose before a jury that is not so bad.”

Other explanations for the lack of actions regarding corporate law breaches were offered by a DPP officer in Sydney who pointed to a lack of resources for criminal cases, the problem of the lack of evidence and cultural factors. He added that “the fact that a section is untested is always a barrier. On the civil side, a lot of sections are untested.” A DPP officer in Adelaide referred to the fact that corporate “matters are so complex that investigators themselves have real difficulties.”

Similar responses were obtained when interviewees were asked why the number of prosecutions against directors for breaches of the directors duties provisions were so uncommon until very recently. Problems of costs, the burden of proof, evidence and poor expertise within the old Corporate Affairs Commissions were frequently alluded to. In addition, it was said by one ASC officer that the old Companies Code in New South Wales was not often used as “the good cases were dealt with under the Crimes Act.” Another ASC officer noted that “in the past in NSW we had the power to lay charges under the State Crimes Act, so no one ever worried about s 229 [of the Companies Code] as the Crimes Act penalty was greater.” This was a view confirmed by prosecutors in New South Wales. Similar approaches were reportedly taken in other states. A Victorian Queen’s Counsel working in the area of criminal law also noted that:

“It is odd that you have crimes of dishonesty that are partly dealt with in the Corporations Law but substantially in the State laws where the penalties are higher. So corporate offences are seen in the alternative. Under the Victorian Crimes Act theft is punishable with ten years, falsifying documents with seven and a half years and secret commissions with ten years. I do not understand the Commonwealth philosophy of having lower Corporations Law penalties. It seems
stupid as no one gets the maximum, as the worst case gets four years and a non parole period. It gives you two years for a $500 million offence. The fact that penalties are so light adds weight to the view that the philosophy of corporate law is only regulatory.” (emphasis added)

On the other hand a New South Wales Supreme Court judge said that he could not understand this as “the old s 229 is so simple and the concept of dishonesty is so easy.” However, another prosecutor noted that while “s 229 offences should have been easier to prosecute, you were caught up in the corporation’s documentation.” A large law firm lawyer confirmed this when he referred to onus of proof problems and observed that “it is very hard just to prove where the head office is where a return has not been filed.” Another New South Wales Supreme Court judge referred to the “extreme difficulty that existed in establishing and proving a case to the criminal standard.” He added that “the difficulty starts with inadequate records of event and the attribution of responsibility to the real decision maker.” Delay was frequently referred to as accentuating these problems.

Frequent references were made to the court system itself as a reason for the lack of enforcement of this legislation. One Sydney Queen’s Counsel thought that the explanation lay in:

“...an outdated committal procedure before a magistrate who does not understand corporate law. We have an outdated jury system. It has to be a judge alone trial, provided that the judge gives reasons. The public interest in fair trials needs to be given equal weight with the protection of creditors. I am sceptical of the old criminal law rules in this area.”

A Federal Court judge also thought that “the rules of procedure are too favourable to the accused.” Another Sydney silk added that in cases involving corporate law breaches:

“there are enormous difficulties of proof as it is terribly subjective. If there is a big trial there are a lot of factors to take into account and even ‘simple’ cases are not simple. There is a huge difficulty in front of the court jury. The use of juries is indefensible with corporate crime.”

The attitudes of judges and magistrates were again referred to as one of the reasons that the court system has failed in this area. One senior ASC official exclaimed:

“It is extraordinarily difficult to prove, and then there is the way judges and magistrates perform their duty. All you have to do is to put on a decent suit and tie and say: ‘I did it for the company.’ There has been a warped judicial thinking where magistrates excuse directors when they say this.”

Finally, corporate regulatory agencies were often criticised for the failure to bring more criminal actions for breaches of the director’s duties provisions. Some of these responses included the following:
"It gets down to the ASC people being paid a lot less than is paid in private practice, with the best brains being in private practice" (Sydney lawyer);

"The problem has been that the NCSC was not enforcing the law as they did not have the money" (Sydney large firm lawyer);

"The old CAC's were not organised and funded to permit such enforcement action to be taken" (Sydney large firm lawyer);

"Deficient enforcement is a symptom of deficient investigation, due to the lack of funding and the lack of the right people. I can't seriously say there were no contraventions" (Sydney large firm lawyer);

"The attitude of the ASC people is quite appalling as no one wants to take responsibility" (ASX official);

"The bureaucratic nature of the public service does not help with law enforcement; that is, a nine to five attitude and red tape" (Melbourne barrister);

"Because regulators are not as strategic in their thinking as they should be" (TPC official);

"We never had the balls the SEC had, ie trying to sheet home responsibility to directors. The CAC people just did not understand what was going on; it was too hard" (Melbourne magistrate);

"There is a lack of willingness on the part of the regulator. There are stacks of examples where they should have had a go" (Melbourne large firm lawyer);

"I don't think the police or the ASC investigators are trained to do it or have the skills or determination to do so" (Brisbane liquidator).

Despite the widely held criticism of the limitations of the regulatory agencies in bringing criminal actions for corporate law breaches, the ASC is more highly regarded, although this is probably because it is a new agency, so that it is too early to judge that body as yet.

Having said this, it is interesting to note that corporations and liquidators have also been less than effective in bringing civil actions for damages or compensation for losses suffered as a result of breaches of the directors' duties provisions. In these cases, similar reasons were frequently referred to, such as the cost of litigation, difficulties of proof and a perception that the chances of success were low. As one Sydney law partner put it "...having lost money they are not prepared to spend good money chasing after bad." Another large firm lawyer in Sydney noted that management "won't rake over the coals if it is a new management." An ASC official also noted that "very often corporations do not want to get involved in protracted litigation as it is a distraction and it does not give them a return on their investment. Liquidators lack the resources to bring actions." Finally, a South Australian Supreme Court judge noted that "it is
probably part of the attitude of business to write it off to expenses and to get on with business.”

Also, where the wrongdoer was in control of the company it was recognised that it was unlikely for that person to bring action against himself or herself. Consequently, as one Queen’s Counsel in Sydney noted, civil actions might only be brought when control of the company changed. That barrister warned however that “it may be futile and it is not very commercial behaviour as there may be no money there.” Moreover, it was said by an ASX official that it was usually the case that “the current management of the company is concerned to make a profit and not with past events.” A TPC officer also thought that companies wished to avoid any bad publicity which might arise from initiating such litigation. This was a view which was also shared by a State DPP officer who remarked that Boards took the view that it “is important to project a good image of a corporation and not bare your dirty linen in public as that could affect the financial viability of a company.”

Boards were also seen as being reluctant to bring actions against one of their members because, as one Sydney lawyer explained,

“Boards are pretty matey things; by downing one person you may bring it down upon yourself, it is like spilt milk.”

Another Sydney lawyer added that “many directors are not men of great substance and it brings you no great joy to sue.”

A further factor which makes such civil actions more difficult is that, if fraud is alleged, a higher standard of proof applies in such civil cases as a result of the test in Briginshaw v Briginshaw. This difficulty was frequently alluded to by lawyers, barristers and prosecutors interviewed in this study.

Also, the lack of organisation amongst most shareholders to support such actions was seen as another reason for the low level of civil actions in this area. Of course, the fact that shareholders were usually prevented by the Rule in Foss v Harbottle from taking an action in their own name created further difficulties for them. In the case of institutions, it was noted that they preferred to sell their shares in a company rather than to prosecute. Alternatively, one ASC official thought that institutions found it “easier to persuade management rather than to prosecute.” Where shareholders did seek to bring actions, it was suggested by one ASX official that such shareholders tended to be “written off as a looney fringe and so do not have a lot of support.”

In the case of actions by liquidators, a DPP official provided a good overview of the reasons for the lack of civil actions brought by liquidators for breaches of director’s duties provisions when he observed:

“Look at it from a cost-benefit analysis perspective. Liquidators will not act unless there is cash in the kitty. Creditors will not throw good money after bad as the money [of the director] is stashed away and so the chances of recovery are low, despite the high cost of proceedings.”
A liquidator in Sydney confirmed this when he observed "we are not out for a pound of flesh but to get a return for creditors." A lawyer in a large Adelaide firm emphasised why liquidators have problems in bringing such recovery actions when he observed that:

"If I was acting for directors who ripped off their corporations, the best advice is to leave nothing in the pot for the liquidator and to destroy the records. I would not give that advice of course, but it is the strategy that corporations embark upon."

10. Conclusions

Drawing together the diverse strands of this paper is not easy. The subject of corporate law enforcement is obviously a difficult one for both regulators and those seeking to bring private actions. Regulators themselves also have different bureaucratic objectives and constraints which cannot be ignored. The Australian criminal and civil justice systems are under enormous pressure when faced with processing complex corporate law cases. Whilst it appeals to notions of fairness and equal treatment to argue that corporate cases be subject to criminal proceedings where there is an element of criminality involved, there are other public policy goals of the justice system which need to be balanced against this objective of fairness. Of particular importance is the maintenance of an accessible and operable justice system which is not beyond the ability of the litigant or the community to afford. It is unrealistic to impose goals upon a system where these goals only lead to the discrediting of the system. It is also important to place the issue of the sanctioning of corporate offenders within the context of the cost of justice and the ability of the justice system to produce sensible results in such cases.

Moreover, the sanctions debate needs to be looked at in terms of the most realistic methods of achieving deterrent effects as well as compensating the victims of corporate crime, such as shareholders, creditors and the corporation. Unfortunately, the quest for retribution, even though this may be fundamentally flawed, has tended to ignore the perspective of such victims, which has been largely lost in the debate on sanctions. This is at odds with the importance that victims are now assuming as a concern within the criminal justice system. The need for this debate to incorporate the role of victims, whether they be shareholders, creditors or others is essential if this debate is to be a more balanced one and less ideologically driven. Furthermore, compliance strategies which focus upon the victim perspective and the costs of justice need to be given must greater support by regulators and the professions. This has begun to occur in relation to the work of the Trade Practices Commission and there is no reason why similar strategies should not evolve in relation to breaches of Corporations Law offences. Even though traditional criminal law sanctions must continue to be available, there are often alternative remedies which need to be considered for corporate law offenders. However, this is the subject of another paper.

Nevertheless, it has been argued here that the dominance of a civil law culture in the application of Australian corporate law makes it very difficult, and indeed sometimes counter-productive, to seek to impose a criminal justice system
model upon most corporate law offences. The resort to such a criminal justice model should be reserved for only the most flagrant cases in this area, and only after civil and administrative remedies have clearly failed. Consequently, it is argued that much more vigorous efforts need to be made to use civil and administrative remedies than has occurred to date. This needs to go hand in hand with efforts to streamline the judicial process itself, as it is clearly ill-equipped to deal with complex commercial matters in a timely way.
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These questions were as follows:

11. Criminal actions against directors under s 232 of the Corporations Law for the improper exercise of their powers have been uncommon. Why do you think this has been so?

12. Why do you think corporations themselves have not brought civil actions against directors and other officers more often under the directors' duties provisions in s 232?

18. Very few investigations for breaches of our corporations laws have lead to cases being successfully litigated. Why do you think this has been so?

21. What do you see as the main problems involved in the bringing of actions against directors under the insolvent trading provisions in s 592?

22. In your experience, in what circumstances are liquidators likely to bring actions against directors or corporate controllers?
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